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' INTRODUCTION 

1, the Chairman of the Committee ०0 Public Undertakings, having been 

authorised by the Commuttee in this behalf, present this Thirty First Report 

of the Committee on the Reports of the Comptroller.and Auditor General 

of India for the years 1980-81, 1981-82 and 1982-83 in respect of the 

remaining paragraphs relating to the Haryana State Electricity Board. 

9. The Commitiec orally examined the representatives‘ of the Depart- 

ment/Board. 

3 The Committee scrufinised the replies received from .the 

Government/Undertakings contained 1n the various reports of the Comuinittee. 

The Committee dropped:the recommendations/observations where they 

felt satisfied with the action taken and made fuither observations where 

considered necessary. 

4. A brief record of the proceedings of various meetings of the 

Committee held during the year 1990-91 has been kept in the Haryana 

Vidhan Sabha Secretariat. 

5. The Committee place on record their appreciation of the valuable 

assistance and guidance given to them bythe Accountant General (Audit), 

Haryana, and his staff. 

6. The Cammittee are thankful to the representatives of the Finance 

Department, Haryana, and the representatives of the Irrigation and Power 

Department/said Board, who appeared before the Committee from time 

to time. 
. 

7. The Comnuttee are also thankful to the Secretary, Haryana 

Vidhan Sabha, and his officers/staff for the whole-hearted cooperation 

and_unstinted assistance given to them. i 

Chandigarh : RISAL SINGH 

The 14th February, 1991. CHAIRMAN.



REPORT ON THE 

REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL OF INDIA 
FOR THE YEAR 1980-81 (PARAGRAPHS 6.7 AND 6.8) 

PARAGRAPH 6.7—FARIDABAD THERMAL POWER STATION 

6.7.02 Performance of the Station. 

The following table shows the performance of the three Power 
Plants for the five years ending 3Ist March, 1981 :— 

NSr Particulars  1976-77  1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 
0. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Installed capacity 135 135 135 135 135 
(MW) 

2. Average Load (MW) 60.91  67.70  39.80 48.42 °  40.44 

3. Anticipated gener- 
ation as per annual . 
estimates (MKWH) 622.08 699 84 699.84 699.84 699.84 

4. Gross generation 
during the year 
(MKWH) 533.590 593.104 348.650  425.351 354.293 

5. Auxiliary consump- 
tion (MKWH) 57 196  71.007 = 47.366 61.026 52.558 

6. Percentage of auxili- 
ary consumption to 
gross generation. 10.71 11.97 13.58 14.34 14.83 

7. Generation per KW 
©  of installed capacity : 

(m KWH) 3952 4393 2582 3150 - 2624 

8. DPercentage of gross 
generation to :— 

(a) Installed capacity 45.12 50.15  29.48 35.86 29.95 

(b) Aaticipated 
generation 85.77 84.74  49.81 60.77  50.62 

9. *Maximum demand on 135 135 135 135 135 
the station (in MW)



10. Plant load factor (Per- 
centage of average load 
to maximum demand) 45.12 50 15 29.48 3587 . 29.95 

11. *+¥Plant utilisation factor 
(percentage of average 
load to maximum capa- 

city) _ 4512 50.15  29.48 3587 29.95 

12. Hours of Operation 14,070 17,810 12,610 15227 11,7712 

13. Availability Rate (Per- 
centage of actual oper- 
ation hours to total 
bhours 10 & year). 53.5 678 48.0 57.8 44.8 

An analysis of generation of power by cach unit revealed the 

following : 

(1) The geneiation per KW of installed capacily inrespect of the two 

60 MW units was too low (as low as 2,009 KWH 1n respect of 

Ist unit in 1979-80) compared to the standard of 5500 KWH for 

new and efficient thermal generating units (more than 10 years 016) 

as Iaid down by the seventh annual Electric Power Survey (1972) 

(ii) The capacity utilisation (Plant utilisation factor) during 1978-79 to 

1980-81 was very low as compared to the capacity utilisation during 

1976-77 and 1977-78. The Power Economy Committee of the 

Government of India पा 1971 had prescribed the achieveable plant 

availability at 88 percent of the installed capacity. Against this 

standard, the plant availability achieved during 1976-77 to 1980-81 

ranged between 52 and 79 percent for the 15 MW plant ; between 

39 and 69 percent for the first 60 MW Unit and between 27 and 64 

for second 60 MW unit. 

According to'the perfomance review report (June, 1980) of the Chief 

Engineer, the faulty design of the rotors had resulted in considerable 

outages of the units (4 to 6 months between May, 1978 and Dec. 1979), 

the seepage of ol from the G.F. bearing - had resulted in short 

circutting in stator coils and consequently rotor winding got damaged, and 

due to functioning trouble 1n coal mills avoidable down time of the unit 

was increasing. The report also indicated that efferts were centimuously 

being made to improve the working of the power plant. 

*Since the maximum demand in Haryana State had. far exceeded the 

generating capacity created, the installed capacity has been adopted to 
6 the maximum demand of the station, 

#xPlant utilisation in Bhuswal Thermal Power Station of Maharastra 

State 81was 70.70 percent and 70.60 peicent, respectively during 1979-80 and 

1980-81. . 
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(1i) The consumption Of power in auxiliaries was estimated by the 
Board inthe Project Report of the two 60 MW unifs at 8 percent of 
the power generated. The actual auxiliary consumption was, 
however, high (ranging from 10.71 percent during 1976-77 to 
14.83 percent during 1980-81) and recorded a steady increase from 
year by year. The reasons for higher consumption in auxiliaries 
have not been 1nvestigated. 

(iv) Power 15 generated at 11 KV and after stepping 1t up to 66 KV 
it is transmitted to 66 KVA Sub-Station, Faridabad for further 
transmission. Since KWH meter has not been installed at thesub 
station, the transformation losses could neither be assessed nor 
investigated. The reasons for non-installation of meter were not 
on record. 

In their written reply, the Department/Board stated as under :— 

“(1) The reasons for low generation/KWH of installed capacity in 
respect of 2 X 60 MW Units at Faridabad Thermal Power Station 
are : Design deficiencies छा some of the main equipmentsi.e. 
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Coal Mills, 

Instrumentation system. 

Valves for Feed Control Attemperation system. 

Increase in curtis wheel pressure and high axial shift. 

Ineffective Electro-precipitators. 

Inexeperienced staff 

Soot blowing system. 

Poor quality of coal. 

Non supply of spare parts by BHEL (being outdated design 
of Plant). 

All theproblems have been 1dentified and renovation progr- 
amme for some of the major equipments costing about Rs. 38 
crores has beed finalised after discussion with CEA, BHEL & 
ILK. This programme of renovation works will be imple- 
mented in the next 3 years. 

In the beginning almost whole of the staff was inexperienced. The 
staff/officers are now being trained by sending them to different Training 
Institutes viz. Badeipur etc. A training section at Faridabad has also been 
set up for the purpose. 

The matter regarding replacement of existing hammer mills with drum 
mills has been discussed at higher level ie. CEA, BHEL & Planning 
Commission and approval for their replacement has been accorded. At 
the time of designing of these new mills, BHEL will also take care of the 
quality of coal availablei.e. Grade C,D,E. 

~
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(ii) * The detail of outages unit-wise and yearwise are enumerated 
below : — - ; 

1978-79 : 

UNIT—I : 
1. Damage of generator rotor from 18-3-78 to 2-5-78. 

2. Boiler tubes failures (thr'ice) 248-05 hrs. , 

3. Renovation of coal mills, maintenance of BFP, condensate pump 
and condenser cleaning from 13-8-78 to 22-8-78. - 

4. Bursting of diaphragm of 75 MVA Main Transformer from 29-8-78 
to 3-9-78. 

5. "Heavy leakage of coal from coal mills from 29-10-78 to 2-11-78 . 
6. Overhauling of unit from. 11-1-79 to 23-3-79. 

UNIT—II , 
1. Damage of generator rotor from 13-5-78 to 20-11-78. 

2. Tube failures (twice) 171-50 hrs. | 
3. High vibrations in BFP from 22-11-78 to 6-12-78. 

4. Damage of LD, Fan bearing from 9-12-78 to 28-12-78. - 
5. Governing system problem from" 31-12-78 to 5-1-79. 

6 Reserve shut down due to availability of excess hydro power from 
16-2-79 to 24-2-79. . 

1 Maintenance of coal mills and furnace from 2-4-79 to 7-4-79. ) 

2. Fire in wind box from 16-4-79 to 18-4-79 . ः 
3. Non-availability of mills from 20-5-79 to 29-5-79. 

4. High differential expansion from 6-7-79 to 9-7-79. 

5 
6 

7 

Damage to Dfum Safety valve from 6-8-79 to 12-8-79. 
Ceasing of BFP bearings from 20-8-79 to 28-8-79 . T 
Damage to Generator stator and overhauling from 3-9-79 to 
22-12479. ’ . 

UNIT पा ' . S 
1. 8}D_4a7_ma9.ge to control cables due to accidental fire from 4-4-79. to 

2., Vibrations in F.D. Fan from 7-6-79 to 4-7-79. - 
3. High exhaust hood temperature of turbine and turbine washing from 

21-10-79 to 24-10-79. कर o T 

D
\
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* 4., Non-availability of coal mills from 25-12-79 to 15-1-80. 
5. Vibrations पा turbine from 18-1-80 to 25-2-80. 

6. Tube failure 65—26 hrs. 

" 1980.81 

UNIT I 

1. Non-availability of coal 1836-23 hrs. 

2. Annual overhauling and interlinking with 3rd unit 1239-30 hrs. 
3. Tube failures (6 times)-638-42. hrs. 

4, Vibrations in BFP [21-30 छाई, 

5. Modification of scal of coal mills 182-55 hrs. 

6. Damage to I.D. Fan due to poor quality of coal. 

UNIT I1 

1 Non availability of coal 939-10 hrs. 

2. Annual overhauling and interiinking with 3rd unit 1533-57 hrs. 

3. Tubes failure (3 times) 450-10 hrs. 

4. Accidental fire on bouller front 1239-36 hrs, 

15 MW 

Annual overhauling and interlinking with 3rd unit 922-40 hrs. 

Damage of blades of curtis wheel stage of turbine 1303-40 hrs. 

Poor performance of cooling tower. 

Sparking on exciter coil bearing 489-14 hrs. 

एन 
के
 

रे 
सर 

हए
 

Damage of ysllow phase winding of generator 373 hrs. 

1981-82 

UNIT 1 

1. Capital maintenance from 15-8-81 10 4-11-81—13th stage blades of HP 
rotor of turbine shaved off. 

Vibrations in turbine 415-58 hrs. 

Damage to 1.D. Fan 361-52 hrs. 

Tube failure (5 times) 364-34 hrs. 

Thrust bearing pads damaged 280-15 hrs, 

के
 

(न 
नी
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Non-feeding of coal from coal handling plant 380-43 hrs.
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1. Tube failures (11 times) 1082-42 hrs. | ' 
2. Vibrations in generator rear end bearing 299.06 hrs. 

3. Non-feeding of coal from CHP-275-40 hrs. 
4 Plant shut town for mtc. of coal mills and choking of inner bearing 

of ID Fan 307-19 hrs. 
,/ 

1. Vibrations in turbine 840-54 ‘hrs. 

Problem in Cooling towsr 619-17 hrs. > 

Vibrations in thrust bearing of turbine 351 hrs. 

Non-feeding of coal from CHP-329-17 hrs. ) 

Planned shut down for mtc. of coal mills 189-35 hrs. छ 
द 

W 

6. Under loading due to cooling tower deterioration. 

1982-83 

URIT—I 
M 

2. Non-feeding of coal from CHP 311 .01 hrs. 

3. Planned shut down for attending worn out coal mills liners and 
bed plates 430-10 hrs. 

4. Damage to cables duye to fire in +4.5 M cable gallery 363-50 hrs. 

Excessivev coal leakages from burners 95.03 hrs. 

For attending cmcr'gent maintenance works like passing 1n feed 
Line valves, coal leakages from classifer 131.05 hrs. 

7. Low load running due to fatigued superheater tubes. 

UNIT—1 

1. Capital maintenance from 18-4-82 to 9-7-82 

2. Non-feeding of coal from CHP-164.45 -hrs. 

" 3. 'Vibrations in only available BFP 123—50 hrs. 

4. Tubes failures (17 times) 1134-07 hrs. ~ 

15 MW 

1. Renovation of cooling tower and overhauling of the unit from 
1-4-82 to 21-8-82. 

2. Vibrations in turbine 204--42 hrs. 

Tube failures (10 times) 728-38 hrs. . 

R
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4. Superheater tubes failure 54.05 hrs 

5. Problem in governor gears 120-40 015. 

1983-84 

UNIT—I 

1. Boiler overhauling from 1-4-83 to 11-6-83. 

2. Tube failuies (6 times) 357-57 hrs. 

3 Problem in ID & FD Fan 846-05 hrs 

4, Damage of thrust pads of turbme (6 times) 1176-55 hrs. 

5. Low load running due to high axial shift. 

UNIT—1} 

1. Boiler overhauling from 20-7-83 to 2-10-83 

.2. Tube failures (8 times) 459-58 hrs. 

3. Non-feeding of coal from CHP 127-02 hrs. 

4, Bursting of flange of omega piping of turbine (twice) 218-55 hrs. 

15 MW 

1. Non-feeding of coal from CHP—849-45 hrs. 

2 Reserve shut down (no demand) 256-56 hrs. 

3. Tube failures (2 times) 142-00 hrs. 

4, Fire in Cable gallery 172-47 hrs. 

5. Coal mills problem 115.23" brs 

1984-85 

UNIT—1 

1. Capital Mtc. from 15-9-84 to 9-2-85 for re-fixing of 13th stage 

bledes, sand blasting of turbine rotors, replacing of thrust collar 
and boiler over hauling and thereafter testing and commissioning. 

2. Tube, failures (12 times) 579-33 hrs. 

3. Low load running due to high axial shift. 

4, Coal mills problems 222-46 hrs. . 

5. Problem पा ID & FD Fans 525-20 hrs. 

6. Damage of thrust pads of turbine 328 hrs. 

7 

Non-feeding of coal from CHP-221-07 hrs,
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L UNIT—I1 | 

1. Tube failures 18 times 883-57 hrs. 

2. Coal Mills problem 991-31 hrs. - 

3. ID Fan/Fd Fan problem 288-19 hrs. 

15 Mw 

Tube failures (5 times) 322-30 

Coal Mills problem 585-16 hrs. 

Non-feeding of coal from CHP-97-16 hrs. 

Ash scrapper problem 59-50 hrs. 

Condenser cleanuing 334-14 hrs. 

Leakage in condenser tube 204-55 hrs. 

11 KV interlinking cables problem 39-17 hrs. 

8. Low load running due to poor condenser vaccum. 

सा 
I
R
 
R
 

(3) The details of outages resulting पा reduction in operating hrs. are 
covered in para 2 above. 

Operating hours of 2X60 MW and 15 MW from 1981-82 to 1984-85 
are given as under :— 

1981-82  1982-83  1983-84  1984-85 

Running hours 15275 13962 ' 15090 15201 

The reduction 1n opeiating hours in'the year 1982-83 are due to capital 
overhauling of Unit-lI for three months and for renovation of cooling 
tower of 15 MW for 5 months 

4. The position of the working of the Plants in the succeeding years 
has not improved due to the design deficiencies of the equipments already 
explained above, viz. poor quality of Coal, Heavy Erosion of Milling system 
Boiler Flue Gas Duct, 1.D. Fans Impeller etc. Bad quality of Raw Water 
resulting into poor vaccum in the Condensers, inadequate capacity of the 
Cool Handling Plant, Coal flow problems in the Raw Coal Bunkers 
Damage of BFP Motors, indiscipline of staff. inadequate training facilities, 
shortages of critical spares from the main equipment suppliers, non- 
availability of improved spare parts being out dated. 

5. Al the problems have been identified and a renovation pro- 
gramme for some of the major equipments costing about Rs. 38 crores 
has been finalised after discussion with C.E.A., BREL & ILK. This pro- 
gramme of renovation works will be implemented in the next three years 
With the implementation of removation works, the Plant performance is 
expected to improve considerably ! 

The reasons for higher consumption of power in auxiliaries has been 
nvestigated. It is pointed out that auxibaries consumption 18 directly 

4 

y
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related to the generation of power. In case, the generation is low the 

auxiliaries consumption m percentage would be higher. Most of the 

time, the units are operated on partial load due to the constraints men- 

tioned m para above. All the auxihiaries are required to run even when 

the unit 158 on pattial load However, the auxiliares consumption at this 

power station 15 comparable Wwith auxiliaries consumption at other power 

stations of similar capacity. The steps have been taken to analyse the 

higher auxiliartes consumption by monitoring consumption by indivi- 

dual auxihary and shutting down फिट unwanted auxiliaries when the unit is 

out. The auxil'aly consumption 15 expectcd to come down with the increase 

in generation 1n the coming year. 

6 It 1s not necessary to instal the meter as the transformation 

losses are quite neghgible. Provision of mctering for 66 KV side is quite 

costly and uneconomical Moreover, it1s a common practice to instal 

metering equpment on the generation end.” 

In written reply to supplementary questionnaire, the Depart- 
ment/Board stated 85 under — 

‘(i) The renovation scheme of Faridabad Thermal Power Station 

covered under Ceutral Plan (Estimated ¢xpenditure 1159.98'lacs) and State 

Plan (Estimated expenditure Rs 1938.50 lacs) was commenced पा 2/85. 

Under Central Plan there are 56 activities An expenditure of Rs. 

1136 .37 lacs has been incurred on Renovation Schemes to end of 3/89 

and Rs. 71.87 lacsis likely to be mcurred during this ycar. Out of 56 

activities, 35 activities have since been completed. Out of remaining 21 

activities, 11 activities are under execution and are hikely to be completed 

in this year and next year at a total cost of Rs. 79.13 lacs ' Out of 
balance 10 activities, 5 activities have been dropped and about 5, decision 

15 yet to be taken. 

Under the State Plap, there are 11 activities out of which 4 have been 
completed on which an expenditure of Rs. 44.28 lacs has been incurred 

to end of 3/89. An expenditure of Rs. 38.41 lacs 1s likely to be incurred 

on these during this year. Six activities are under execution. Total cost 

of these activities is 1732.24 1805 (Rs. 445.24 lacs 1ncurred upto 3/89). One 

activity has been ‘deleted due to phasing out of 15 MW set. XXXxxXX 

(1) The total expenditure incurred on Renovation & Modernisation 

Programme upto 31-3-89 and projections for the years 1989-90 and 1990-91 
are given below :— 

Total pro- ~ Projection for the year Expenditare 
jection 1989-90 1990-91 upto 88-89 4/89 to 

7/89 
(Rs. in Lacs) (Rs. 10 Lacs) _ (Rs. in Lacs) 

'Central Plan 1159 98 71.87 7.26 1136.37 8.86, 

" State Plan 1938.50 699.37 626.16 489.52 444 .10 
———— — it g et बाण —— न i et 

3098.48 771.24 633 .42 1625.89 452 . 96 
e e g et ———— et et et e bt — 
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(iii) Existing hammer type, mills installed in 60 MW Unit-I and 'II 
at Faridabad Thermal Power Station have not been replaced with Tube 
Mills under the R & M Scheme as M/S BHEL did not stick to its origi- nally indicated prices as per scope of supply of the offer. This resulted 
in cost escalation from earlier estimated value of Rs 12.75 crores to about 22.00 crores and C.E.A. adjudged the activity to be techno-econo- 
mically not viable. As a result of this conclusion the order placed on 
M/S BHEL 1n 9/87 has been cancelled. 

Meanwhile by the insxtallation of high capacity seal Air Fan system 
at an expenditure of Rs. 16.59 lacs on existing Hammer Type Mills of 
Umt-I & ITunder R & M Scheme by M/s BHEL, the problems experien- 
66 earlier एप mantaining hammer mills, have been overcome and improved 
P.L.F. 085 begen achvieved. 

During the course of oral examination, it was stated by the departmental 
representatives that out of 56 activities under the Central Plan, 43 had been 
completed, 8 were under execution out of which some would be completed 
this year and the rest by the end of next year Five activities had been 
dropped. Under the State plan. six activities out of 11 were still under 
execution . 

It was fu.ther stated that as the R & M activities progressed the P.L .F. 
improved as was evident from the percentage figures given below :— 

Unit-I Unit-TI Unit-II1 Total 

1983-84 19.61 29:74. 34, 51 27.95 
1984-85 14.72 37.90 31.17 27.93 
1985-86 ' 28.78 25.18 21 .61 25.19 
1986-87 38.15 35.73 58.36 - 44.08 
1987-88 46.02 "53.27 7 36.96 45.42 , 

" 1988-89 1) 35.28 30.05 44 ,96 36.77 (actual) 
ii) 43.58 30:26 50.80 . 41.55 (deemed) 

' 1989-90 47.14 59.62 30. 38 45.71 
It was stated that the fall in PLF during 1988-89 was mainly due to 

backing down of the units I & III dueto surplus power for 45 & 30 .days, 
respectively. In case 1085 of generation because of backing doewn of the 
units’ was taken into cons’deration, the overall PLF of the station worked 
out to 41.55 per cent. The comparatively slightly lower PLF was on 
account of problems faced in Unit-II after installatioa of modified ejectors 
during overhauling of the unit, which were supplied by BHEL under one 
of the R & M activities. Another significant outcome of the R & M acti- 
vities was the substantial reduction in ol consumption much below the 
national average and a decline in coal consumption. 

It was further stated that there had been further appraisal of the 
plant during November, 1989. Based on this exercise’ another R & M 
programme consisting of 13 activities with estimated cost of Rs. 10.05 
crores had been proposed. The scheme had been economically 
cleared by CEA for implementation during 8th plan. 

When asked about the reasons for spurt in expenditure of Rs. 444.10 
lacs under the State plan during the period 4/89 to 7/89, as compared to the
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expenditure of Rs. 489.52 lacs durmg the year 1988-89. 1t was stated by 

the representative of the department that the figure of Rs. 444.10 lacs was 

a typographical mistake asd actually this figure was Rs. 151 13 laes 

The Committee एड that the latest po.ition of execntion of remaining 

activities under the Central and State Plans and the furth r achievément made 

in PLF 85 a result thereof be intimated to the Committez 

The Committee further decire that before any information was supplied 

to the Committce it should be thoroughly comparzd and checked so that the 

embarrassement caused to the department/Board later and the time of the 

Committce, was caved 

6.7.04 (a) Fuel Consumption 

2. The turbine suppliers have guaranteed the following heat rates at 

varying loads on the generating sets .~ : 

60 MW PLANT 15 MW PLANT 

Load in M. W. 60 55 '. 39 9.5 

Guaranteed heat 2367 2357 2414 2745 

rate (K.Cal/KWH). 

According to the supplier’s plant design, the more the load on the plant 

the lesser is the heat rate required in generation During the years 1977-78 to 

1980-81; the average load on 15 MW Plant and two 60 MW units ranged bet- 

ween 9 MW to 11 MW and 40 MW to 49 MW, respectively. Based onthe heat 

rate of 2745 K.Cal/KWH guaranteed for a low load of 9.5 MW in respect of 

15 MW power plant and 2414 K. Cal/KWH guaranteed for a low load of 

39 MW 1a respect of 2x60 MW Power Plants, the ¢xcess consumption of fuel 

in terms of coal during 1977-78 to 1980-81 worked out to 5.20 lakh tonnes, 

valuing Rs. 950.73 lakhs as shown in the table below . — 

1977-78 1978-79 1979-80  1980-81 
- 

1. Actual heat rate a) 5610 4981 .5313 4874 
(K.Cal/KWH). b) 3909 4035 4226 3594 

2. Stipulated heat 25 a) 2745 2745 2745 2745 

per standard adopted b) 2414 2414 2414 2414 

(K.Cal/KWH). 

3. BExcess heat consumed a) 2865 2236 2568 2120 

1(—) 2(K.Cal/KWH) b) 1495 1621 1812 1180 

4 Percentage of excess = a) 104.4 81.5 '... 93.6 772 

consumption over stipu- 99 61.9 67.15 75.1 48.9 

lated heat rate (percent). 

5. Total units generated a') 73.907 64.089  60.340 43.438 

(MKWH) : by 519.197 284.561  365.011 310.855 

6. Average calorific value  a) 5846 5651 5665 4607 

of coal (K.CalyKg.) SR
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1977-78 197879 197980  1980:g; 
7. Bxcessfuelconsumed  3) 36220 25358 27401 -~ 20073 in terms of coal b) 132774 81627 116958 . 79620 " (tonnes) (3x5--6) - . . 

L] 
¥ 8. [Estimated cost of coal - 170 165 175 T 235 -+ (Rs./tonne) 85 per - - : i ‘operation & maintenance 

estimate, - . 

" 9. Cost of excess fuel con- @ 28729 176.53  25.63 234.28 sumed (Rs. in lakhs) 

(६) Tiidicates the 15 MW lower:Plant,” . ' 
(b) Indicates the 260 MW Power Plant. ’ 
@ Based on rates of coal 85 per yeatly estimates. 

- The Thermal Power House has been linked for coal supply with Singrauli coal fields.  The boilers of the exiSting 2x60MW units have been designed for use of a wide range of coal of Grade I to IT having calofific value in the ., Tange-of 5280—6170 K., cal/Kg. with ash contents ranging from 15 to 22 per- ..cent. Although the. actual ca'orific value of coal used compared favoura- bly नाप the designed calorific value. of- coal, yet the consumption of coal far exceeded the norms. ’ - - 

2 L - 

" In their- written reply, the Department/Board stated 85 under ‘= 
. *'(8) The figures of excess of 5.20 lakhs tonnes of coal during the year 1977-78 to 1980-81 has xxx been worked out by taking into account the designed heat rate of the turbo-sét only whereas heat rate of .* _ the unit also . includes the efficiency of the Boiler. The designed values of the heat rate of the unit will increase when efficiency of the Boiler is taken 100 7 consideration. Moreover, the . “design figure of heat rate of turbo set are based on .zero make up and, 

of coal not only the consumption per KWH goes up, but it also causes great 'Wear and tear of the equipment resulting into more maintenance and down time of the units. The procedure for 

v
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measurement of coal quantity consumed was also not fool-proof 

and there has been erratic behaviour of cool weighing system due 

to deposition of ccal dust and other technical 1easoms. This is 

barne out from the fact that surplus coalas per details given below 

taken on books .— 

The 

Year Surplus coal taken on 
books. 

1980-81 18503.58 M.T. 

1979-80 66469.665 ., 

1978-79 12919.45 ,, 

1977-78 33808.821 ., 

1,31,701.446 ,, 

above figure 085 10 be deducted in the quantity of coal consumed 

over the above years. After taking 110 account the surplus coal 

over the 4 years mentioned above the coal consumption comes out 

to be .64 Kg./KWH. Thusit will be observed that there is no 

excess consumption of coal except 00 account of the reasons 

explained above.” N 

In reply to supplementary questionnaire, the Depairtment/Board stated 

as under .— ः . 

(i) Boiler efficiency of 2X60 MW Units at 83.59%, the heat rate of 

the (2X60 MW) Units works out as under "नर 
At 60MW At 55MW At 39MW 

(2) Designed Heat Rate of T.G. 2367 2357 2414 
(K. Cals/kwh) (Input to T.G) 

(b) Designed efficiency of Boiler 83.5% 

(c) Designed Heat Rate of Unit 2835 2823 2891 

(K. Cals/kwh) (Input to Boiler) 

(if) Since Unit-wise stacking of surplus coal was _not possible there 

(i) 

being common coal yard and coal handling plant, फिट Unit-wise 

calculation could not be done. The coal consumption during the 

years 1977-78 to 1979-80 after taking into account surplus coal 

year after year works out to 0.64 Kg./kwh, which is considered 

teasonable. Since the plant had some inherent defects, the 

copsumption of coal would have been much more, in case the 

coal supplied had lesser caloufic value. 

After taking into account the surplus coal (surplus coal means 

coal rejected by Mills received on emptying bunkers and cleaning 

of mills on tippmg etc. which stood accounted for in consumption 

but sent to coal yard), the coal consumption works out to 

0.64 kg./kwh as per details furnished below. Thus, it will be 

- - observed that there is no excess consumption of coal. _
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The detail of calculations of 0.64 Kg./kwh' for the year 1977-78 to 1980-81 is given as under :— ] 

Year Generation Gross coal consumption Surplus coal taken ' (MU) (MT) on books (MT) 

1977-78 593.1044 403217 53 . 33808.821 
1978-79 348.6506 248083.965 12919.45 
1979-80 - 425,3512 ) 313384.70 ' 66469.665 
1980-81 354.2934 T 272447.86 18503.510 

Total ; 1721.3996 . . 1237134.055 ] 131701.446 
— ———— ——-‘—‘—‘_ . 

The net coal consumption for the year 1977-78 to 1980-81 works out o t— -~ " . S * ' 

" 1237134.055_—13]701.44\6==1105432.609 MT. 

: - ः - 1105432.609 MT " Hence net specific coal consumption = = =0.64 Kg/kwh.” - : 1721.3996 MU ' 

When asked about the reasons for the inherent defects in the plant, it was stated by, the representative of the department during फिट course . of oral examination that “Turbme and Boiler equipment of Units I &, पा installed at Faridabad were supplied by BHEL as per " the design of their Czech/Russian collaborators. ‘In case of 60 MW Unit-III which was commissioned in 1981, the boiler isof C.E. (U.S.A.) design but equip- ment onthe turbine side 15. again of Czech design. The instrumenta- tion for 60 MW unit I& पा was also supplied by Instrumentation Ltd. Kota based upon the Russian design. BHEL and ILK obtained know how from Czechlovakia/Russia “as ber agreements then entered into. The.main problems .faced in the working of the plant after few years of 1ts commissioning were non-availability of spare parts ‘of Russian instruments, poor performance of Hammer type coal mills, passing through -valvesand~ frequent non-functioning of electrostatic precipitators. . Tlahe‘ ‘deterioration in quality of coal also affected’ the performance of the plant.: - . - - नर. ' न - 
- L..‘-I_ 

.}It -was 8150 stated that the~ d’efect‘s in the 60 MW plant were not ' isolated to the Fariddbad plant alone but to all such ‘plants installed all-ovef -the country-at ‘that * time, 

of "BHEL, ILK, CEA and Project during " 1984, which- w i’mpleme‘,n,tatlo'n_ during early 1985 , * 

सिफि& Commiftee recommend पका the implc mentation of the R & M Prog- ramime be expedited to improve the working of the plant -for incre asing gere- ration of power and effecting cconomy in cousumption of raw matcrials.
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g.7 .11 Other topics of interest 

3. (i) Cooling tower’s deficiency 

The order for design, manufacture, supply, eiection, testing and 
putting into satisfactory commercial operation of the two induced draft 

cooling towers for the two 60 MW Units of Thermal Power Project, was 

placed on a firm in May, 1972. The order provided for levy of liquidated 
damages of Rs. 50,000/- for eveiy 0.5 C or part thereof increase in the 

recooled water temperature over tha designed requirements. Theconstruction 

of the two cooling towers was completed in August, 1974 and May, 1975, 

respectively. Whereas the performance test for Tower No. 1 was conducted 

in May, 1975 no performance test was conducted for the second cooling 
tower. , The test results of the first cooling tower revealed that the flow of 

water was 9450 M/h aganst the guaranteed flow of 10,600 M/h and the cold 
water temperature obtained was higher by 1.3 C than the guaranteed cold 

water temperature. When the contractors failed to improve the performance, 
the Board in April, 1980, imposed 2 penalty of Rs. 2 lakhs(Rs. 1.00 lakh 
for each tower) on the assumption of 1 C increase m iemperature in each 
tower. As per contract, a penalty of Rs. 1.50 lakhs was leviable for Tower 
No. 1, whereas the extent of penalty leviable for second tower was not 

known since no performance test was conducted. The amcunt had, how- 
ever, not yet (June, 1981) been recovered. 

In the flow of water also, 10 percent variaticn was allowable and 

though the shortfall in this regard exceeded the tolerance limit, no penalty 
for this shortfall was levied as the same was not contemplated in the 

contiact 

The Head Store Keeper of Operation and Mts. Stores was 1ehieved 
of his charge on17th September, 1980 (on his promotion 85 Stock Verifier), 
without handing over complete charge of Stores The official who was 
asked to hand over the charge 10. November, 1980, expressed his inability to 

hand over the charge of caustic soda on the ground that the soda was partly 

lying with the Chief Chemist who had beén using the same without issuing 
store requisition slips. The item was physically verified (25th Nov 1980) 

by the Bxecutive Enginezr (Stores) Assistant Executive Enginez. (Stores) 

and relieving Head Store Keeper and shortage of 13,200 kgs. of caustic soda 
valuing Rs. 0 23 lakh was noticed. On being advised of this shortage, the 

concerned official stated (Dec. 1980) that 4 to 5 wagons of caustic soda were 
unloaded during 1978-79 in the water treatment plant due to ' shortage of 
space in Operation and Mantenance Stores without his knowledge and that 

he took the material on stock at the instructions of the Asstt. Executive 

Engineer (Stores) without counting and that the material was used by पा 
staff of Water Treatment Plant without issuing store requisition ships and 
hence no issuing entry could be made in the stock ledger 

. On receipt of the reply, the Executive Engineer, Stores (Operation and 

Maintenance) recommended 1n December, 1980 a departmental enquiry to 
investigate the shortage. Further report was awaited (Nov. 1981). 

' The matter was referred 10 Government in October, 1981, reply was 
awaited (March, 1982). .
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In their written reply, tke Department/Bcaid stated.as under :— | - 

(i) “As per the texms of the contiact the peifcrmance test on oply 
one cooling tower was envisaged as both the cooling towess were 
identical and therefore no performance test on 2nd cooling tower 
was dcne 

(if) The security and final payment has not been made and the 
penalty would be recovered from the contractor from their final 

' payments. 

(1ii) The cold water temperature during the test was found to be 
higher by 1.3 C than the predicted cold water temperature on 
the basis of performance curve 85 against tolerance of+0.3 C. 85 
per P.O. Allowing this tolerance panalty was calculated . @ Rs. 

50,000/~ per .5८ equal 1 lac of rupees 

1v) The figure of flow of 9450 metre cubic pet hour is based on the 
particulars parameters at that time and worked out- from loading 
-machine and condensor performance and this had to be corrected - 
to take care of otherloss The equivalent flow calculated by - 
C.E.A. came to be 10,900 Metre Cubic Per Hour. Hence the 
flow is notshort ' - - 

(v) The ०856 15 still under investigation.” 

In reply (0 a sup'plementary question, the Department/Board stated 
as under .— - 

“The enquiry regaiding shoitage of 13 2 MT caustic soda costing Rs. 
36,171/70P has been completed on 5-5-1989 and Sh. Naramn Dass Ahuja, 
Ex-stock Verfier (Retd.) and Sh. VK Aggaiwal, AEE (Now Xen) have 
been held responsible for the shortage. The amount has been placed 1n 
PW Misc  Advances of both the officials The Chief Engineer (Workshops) 
Dhulkote has been requested to imitiate recovery proceedings - agaiast 
Sh. Narain Dass Ahuja, Ex-stock Verifier. The matier 1egarding fixation of ' 
responsibility of the Supervisory officer 1s under active consideration of the 
Project Authorities.” ‘ 

Durning the course of oral examination, it was stated by the represent- 
ative of the department that recovery of 50% of the -amount of shost- 
ages had been made from the leave enchashment paid to Shm Narain - 
Dass Ahuja Ex-Stock Verifier (Rctd). So far as Shr1 V. K. Aggarwai, 
AEE (now Xen) was concerned, the Chief Engineer/Thermal Faridabad 
reviewed the case on receipt of his explanation, and ordered that since 
the shortage had taken place during the tcnure of Shri S. L. Gupta, AEE 
(now Xen PTPP), he was responsible for the shortages.instead of Shri 
V. K. Aggarwal. Accordingly show cause notice served upon उतार Aggarwal 
bhad been withdrawn and issued against Shri S.L. Gupta on 8-5-1990. 
It was also stated that the following officers had been found responsible 
for causing delay in complction of the enquiry in this case— 

. 1. Shri C. L. Chitkara, Xen/MM 

2. Shn 5. P. Dhingra, SE/Mtc (Retired) 

3 
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3 ShriJ. L. Arora, the then SE/BPM 

4. आएं L. R. Nangia Manager (P & A)—Retired. 

5 छाए Hari Kesh Dahiya Sr. A 0. 

and show cause notices had bee.n issued to all the officers cxcept Sarvshri 
Dhingra and Arora, who had since ietired. 

It was also stated that four officers had conducted the enquiry 
from time to tume before 1t was completed. . 

The Commuttee are pained to observe that the Board mordinately 
delayed the process of enqury aginst the defauling’ offictals, which was 
initiated 1n 12/80 and completed 1n 2/90. 

The Committee recommend that action be also taken against the 
Enquiry Officer who held Shri V.K Aggarwal responsible for the shortages 
when sabsequently it was found that instead of him Shri S. L. Gupta was 
responsible as it showed that he gave his findings without properly going into 
the matter and applying his जाते The actionso taken against the Enquiry - 
Officer at fault be intimated to the Committee. 

The Committee further recommend that the action against the officers 
" who had been served with show cause notices for the delay in completing 

the engquiry be expadited and the result intimated to the Committee. 

The Committee would like to be informed of the 'recovery made from " Shri S.L. Gupta, AEE (now Xen PTPP) 

The Committee would also like the Board to streamline the snags in 
the process. if n2cessary in consul ation with the Finance Department, so that 
enquirics are completed speedily and the guilty brought to book promptly. 

Paragraph 6 .8—Steel Stiucture Fabrication Workshop 

6.8.05 प्रच्टघ, एक Control 

i) Completed jobs 

4. The table below indicates the position of inventory of completed 
job during the, four years ending 31st March, 1981 — e 

1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 

(Rs. 1n lakhs) 
Opening stock Nil 16.99 16 70 24.05 

Production , 32.48 16.57 37.19 59 .47 
during year 

Despatches 15 49 16 86 29. 84 38.00 
during year 

Closing stock 16.99 . 16 70 24.05 45.52
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The closing stock as on 31st March, 1981 which was awatting despatch to 

the divisions included structures fabricated in carlie1 years also as shown 

below :--- 

Year of fabrication Value (Rs. in lakhs) 

. Piior to 1977-78 ह 0.56 

1977-78 _ 0.80 

1978-79 * - 7.56 

1979-80 I - 17.51 

1980-81 -’ k T 19.09* 

Total : 45.52 

*Includes structures costing Rs.’ 031 lakh fabricated during 1977-80 

but painted 1n 1980-81. 

The Workshcp authorities stated (June, 1981) that wvigorous efforts made 

by them to induce the Divisions 10 expedite the lifting. of material thad 

not been fruitful and the closing stock of {inished goods was increasing 

year by year ) .o 

In addition, "semi-compl_eted strucutures of the ‘value of “Rs. 51.76 

lakhs were awaiting completion (July, 1981) reportedly due to the non- 

availability of critical sections of steel. ' कि e 

(i) Raw Material - 

The following table indicates the value of open_\ing stock receipts 

consumption and closing stock of raw-material (steel) at the close of 

the four years ending 318. March, 1981 :— 

-1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 

जि 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

" Opening Balance Nl - 1062 12.96 * 19.04 

Receipt during the "year 31.57 6.83 19.89 . 3492 

Consumption during the year 20.95 4.49 13.81 _ 35.21 

Closing balance 8६ the end of 
* the year 10.62 12.96 19.04 . 68.75 

Closing balance 1n terms of 

months consumption 6.1 34.6 16.6 23.4 

¥ 

aY 
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It will be observed from above that closing stock & the end of 1980-81 

had increased considerably. The workshop authorities stated (Jure, 1981) 

that the raw material stocked was required for exccution of pending job ८ 

otders received in 1979-80 (875 tonnes) and 1980-81 (850 tonnes). It was 

seen that out of steel valued Rs 68 75 lakhs held ason 31.3 1981, steel valued 

Rs. 47.63 lakhs was meant to be consumed agamnst these orders It was 

further stated that the stock had increased owing to receipt of steel from 

the Central Stores due to shoitage of space at that place 

In their written reply, the Department/Board stated as under :— 
- ., 

«“(1) All the semi-completed stiuctures have been completcd/x'SSued" 

to the concerned divisions. 

(i) The month-wise progress report have been sent regularly ‘to फिट 

Chief Engineers/Field Officers for lifting the ready material 
through allocations of C.E  (P&C). Secondly घाट material have 

been fabricated in Workshop according to the work ordersissued 
from time to time by C.E. with the hope that the material will be 
lifted 1mmediately. 

The value of manufactured material held at present in this 

Workshop was of the value of Rs. 134 crores ason 31-3-85 
lying ready at Panmpat Wo,kshop 

(iii) The jobs in the workshop are undertaken on the basis of work 

orders received from C.E. P&C for the consttuction of trans- 

mission lines and Sub-Station strucutures. Some of the works 

could not be executed as per plans resulting in non-lifting of 

fabricated material 

(iv) The stores are drawn as and when required for fabrication”, 

dIn reply to supplementary questionnaire the Department/Board stated 

as under :— . . 

“(i) 'The jobs in the workshop are undertaken on the basis of work 

orders received from Construction Organisation for fabrication 

of Tiansmission Line Towers and Sub-Station Structures. As 

some of the matching works as provided in the plan then could 

not be executed, thc material requred forthese works was not 
lifted. 

The fabricated material valuing Rs. 1 34 crores lying in 

workshop 85 on 31-3-85 has now -come down to Rs 67.73 

lacs as on 31-3-89. It will further get reduced by Rs. 25 lacs 
approximately in the comimg months as the Chief Engineer 
(Design) has since allocated about 120 Nos. 66 KV Single 
Circuit Towers lying manufactured in the workshop. 

(i) The Board has not fixed any mmimum/maximum stock limit. 

Taz steel required” during the year is purchased as per 

requiremen ts”, .
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representative 
* Rs, 7.50 lacs.- 

_""The Committe 
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> - ~ > जम - 1 - . - जि ही It was stated during the course of oral examination by-the departments 
that" the cost of material now lying- in-" stock was. 

. 
' 

e feel that inany commercial organisation, the control 
of inventory 53 of paramount importance and has to be givén due atten: 
tion while planning financial and administrative arrangements to ensure 
proper running of 

The Cominitte 

the organisation. 

e, therefore, recommend that the maximum and minimum 
stock limitS” in all areas of stock holding of spare parts should be fixed 
within a specified time ‘and the stocks brought down withip ths limits , fixed. 

6.8.07 Other Topics of Interest. 

5.- Extra expenditure in fabrication of zine baths. . U 3 . , - 

i 

1, (व) ‘In response ६० tenders invited in December, 1978 (opened in 
January, 1979) for fabrication of one/two.sets of zinc-baths required for galvanising Plant of the Workshop (M.S. Plates to be supplied by the 
Board free of cost) 
सार, ‘A’ ‘B & -°C 

, the comparative/equated rates per set of three firms- 
' were Rs. 0.74 lakh, Rs. 0.77 lakh and Rs. 1. 34 lakhs, 

zespectively. Firm ‘C’ which was the highest tenderer contended that'it 
was the leading manufacturer in India for fabrication of .zinc baths and 
practically all big galvanisers in the country were using the Zinc-baths 
manufactured by it. It also invited the Board’s officers to inspect its 
Works 'and other credentials. . , . : 

‘However, orde 
on firm ‘A’ being 

b 
‘ 

r for fabrication of one set only was placed (April, 1979) - 
the lowest for the reasons that the Board had completed 

foundations for 006 set of bath only. The firm, however, in August, 
1979 demanded an 
four months after 

increase in the price by 25% since the Board took 
the placement of the order to supply M.S. Plates and 

“approve ‘the“drawings. This was ‘rejected by the Board (Sept. 1979). The 
firm was ultimatel y black-listed in October, 1979. 

<" Sirice the Board'could not settle the terms with frm ‘B’, the second 
"lowest "tenderer, a _fresh Enquiry was floated in Feb. 1980 against which « firm B&C and another firm ‘D’ responded, and ‘their equated 78165 per 561: _were Rs.:0.94 lakh and Rs. 1.95 lakhs and Rs. 1.42 lakhs, respectively. 

The premises of all the three firms were visn'ed (8160, 1980) by the Addl. C.E. and the Bxecutive Bngineer of the Workshop, who reported * , that firni“B’ & ‘D’ 
sments,” whereas पी 

did not have the bending and stress relieving arrange- 
rm ‘C’ had all th: arrangement and had supplied ! Zmc-baths to livarious "Organisations. Still, the order was placed in May, 1980 on the lowest tenderer (Firm कि). However, whén a dispute about the payment terms arose with the Mfirm, a Sub-Committee was. appointed August, 

also authorised to 
"1980 to visit the firms ‘C’ & “‘D’. The Committee was 
recommend the name of the firm which had complete ‘know-how, tools and machinery etc. The Committee recommended for " the cancellation "of the order piaced on ‘B* and placing the order on ‘C’ stating, “as a m atter of fact, the position is that firm १" are the only
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manufacturers of Zinc-baths in Northern India with know-how and experie- 

nce of manufactufing Zinc-baths and 816 excuting orders for Northern 

India concerns.” An order was then placed on flrm ‘«C’ in Nov. 1980, 

for fabricating 2 sets of Zinc baths at the rate quoted by it पा February, 

1980 (Rs. 1.95 lakhs each) after cancelling the order piaced on firm ‘B’ 

Had the technical and other capabilities been ascertaincd in the first n- 

stance (Dec. 1978) as was done at the time of scrutinising the tender 

against the second Enquiry and order placed on firm ‘C’ in Jan. 79, 

an extia expenditure of Rs. 1.22 lakhs could have been avoided. 

(b) The M.S. Plates required for the fabrication of Zinc-baths were to 

be supplied by the Board and were to be ultrasonically tested by the firm ‘C’ 

at Panipat/Ballabgarh. The ultrasonic test conducted by the firm revealed 

that out of six M. S. Plates, three tcost ' Rs. 0.63 lakhs) were defective. 

The “issue regarding supply of defeciive M. S. Plates had not yel been 

taken up with the suppliets (July, 1981) 

In Dec. 1980, firm ‘C’  informed the Board that फिट order for two sets 

of baths at the prices agreed would hold good if they reccive the balance 

material for the second set of baths by the middle of March, 1981 200 1f 1t was 

not possible for the Board to arrange the necessary defect-free plates by that 

time, the price for the second set would 06 subject to negotiations. The defect- 

free MLS. Plates had not been suppled so far (Nov., 1981). ° 

The matter was rcported to Govt, in October, 1981; reply was 

awaited (March, 1982). - 

In their written reply, the Department/Board stated 85 under : — 

"(i)"‘* * * * #.“— L 

As a matter of fact the tenders were invited 1ntwo parts and the 

technical part was opened first to determine the technical suit- 

ability of the offers and three out of six tenders were not opened 

because of their being.technically unsuitable. ‘The order was 

placed on the lowest tenderer and this order was not cancelled 

because of the technical incompetence of the fam but it was due 

to some dispute about the commercial terms. After the placement 

of Order, the firm ‘A’ had demanded a price increase ० 25% 

which was not acceptable. The Work Order was, therefore, 

cancelled and the firm black-hsted. 

(1) Against the second Tender Enquiry, the order was placed on firm 

‘B’ keeping in view the rates Teceived against the Enquiry and 

technical aspects, The work order with firm ‘B’ 8150 did not 

mature because of dispute about certain commercial terms such 

as furnishing of bank guarantee equal to the cost of M. S. Plates 

and witbholding 25% of the payment and it was because of 

. these disputes, the work order ,with this firm had to be cancelled 

“ and ultimately placed on firm ‘C’ who finally carried out the work. 
- iy .-
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* (i) Outof 6 No. Plates received for प्रिंट purpose. of fabrication of 
Zinc-baths, 3- Nos. were found defective on their ultrasonic 
testing. However, फिट remaining three plates were found fit for 
the fabrication of baths.  For the purpose of fabiicating one out 
of two .sets. the firm intimated that department can supply two 
Plates which have passed the ulfrasonic test and one out of the 
three which did not pass the test’ completety, which was done 
accordingly. There wasno question of replacing the- defective 
plates for the fabrication of first setof Zinc-baths. The fabricat- 
tion of second set of zinc-baths 15 still to be tak:n up. 

(iv) At no stage the Board agreed to pay any escalation ‘char'ges on 
account of delay 10 supply. of M. S, Plates as demanded -by the 
firm from time to time.  ' ' - 

(v). One set of Zingc baths has been fabricated, installed and commi- 
ssioned during 11/83. The fabrication of ‘second set of zinc 
bath is still to be taken up-” _— 

- 

In- réeply to supplemeniary questionnaire the ,Depar'tkme‘nt/Board दि 
statéd-as under :-- - N 

“(i) -Against first inquiry (floated in Dec., 1978), tenders Were 
invited in two -parts. The technical part was opened first to determine 
the technical suitability ‘on the basis of ‘the offess submitted by them and 
the first lowest was considered techically capable of executing the order 
on the basis of the .information supplied. The second part of the 
tender containing.price bid of three out-of six tenderers who were con- 
sidered technically suitable was opended and the -order was placed on 
the . 1st lowest technically suitable firm °‘A’. But when M. S. Plates 
(50mm)_ were offered (0 them by S.E./Workshop in August, 1979, the 
firm reacted by raising their price by 25%, which was not acceptable. 
The work order was, therefore, cancelled and the firm black-listed, 
Their earnest money of Rs. 300/- was also forfeited 10 2/80. 

.. In response to 2nd Tender Enquiry, the order was placed on firm 
' ‘B’ being the lowest and technically suitable.® The firm, however, could 
not execute the Bank Guarantee even after 15 amount was reduced 
from Rs. 1.20 [80 to Rs.0.75 lac towards the cost of M.S. platesto be 
supplied by the Board for one Zinc Bath. Under these circumstances, the work - 
order placed on this firm had also to be cancelled and their Barnest 
Money of Rs 1000/~ forfeited. 

) It is only after cancellation of order on firm ‘A’ and ‘B’ for the 
reasons as given above that a Committee to ascertain the financial and 
technical capability of various firms against second tender enquiry was 
formed who after visiting their works opined that it was the firm ‘C’ only 
who is“ capable of manufacturing of Zinc Baths and has got the know how 
‘and exprience of manufacturing and bad executed orders for Zinc Baths 
in- Northern India. It was on the basis of .recommendations of the 
Committee (formed in August, 1980) that order on firm “C’ was placed. 
The order was not' placed _¢arlier on this firm as it was ¢ostlier ‘than 
_the” first two offers. . - - ' 

- i (व) M.S. Plates wflcxe..to be received frem Rourkela through M/s Steel 
Authority of India Ltd. and these plates were actually received in July/ 
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August, 1979. Immediately on receipt of material _ 17 Faridabad Stock- 
Yard, the 5. B. Workshop contacted the लिए vide his Memo dated 8.8.79 

for delivery of the same to the firm ‘A’. Butthe firm reacted by raising 
their price by 25%  Thus, none can be held responsible for delay in supply 
of M. §. Plates to the firm. 

(पर) Since the 50 mm size plates were neither available 1n the 
market nor with the manufacturers, the same were used after removing 
defective portion. The quantity of M.S. Plates containing minor 
defect being very small and could still be used, the matter was not 
taken up with the 'supplier. The order placed on the firm also did not 
provide for ultrasonically tested plates. After accounting forthe M. S 
Plates used by the manufacturer in manufacture of Zinc Bath a sam of 
Rs 6692/- on account of 2.109 M.T. M. S. Plates or its scrap @ Rs. 

3173/-per M.T. less returned has been . recovered/adjusted from the 
Manufacturer against Vr.No. 139 dated 31.12.1987. The manufacturer is 
however not satisfied with the above recovery/adjustment. 

(1v) Since the M.S Plates of 50mm, thickness for the 2nd Zinc 
Bath were not available at that time, the second Zmnc Bath could 
not be got fabricated. 'Now the 2nd Zinc Bath 1s not required keeping 
12 view’the work load. The Board has not suffered any loss om this 
account.” 

The Committee desire that the Board may evolve a procedure Whersby 
before placing an order it may ensure the genuineness and competence of 
the firm to cxecute the order.
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Paragraph 6.7—Performance and achievement under 5th Five ‘-YAea'r‘Plan" = 

6.7.02. (i) & (ii) R'esource and Finance & Comm‘er,c‘ia'ly‘ loss | . ) 

6.(1) The table belowr indicates the resources p'ropos"‘ed.,to"” 0 ः 
mobilised for the purpose of generating the requisite funds for .the Fifth 

Five Year -Plan period as well as the Annual Plans for 1979-80 to 
1981-82-and the extent to which the resources could actually 9८ mobilised.: 

~ 3 

Source Fifth Five Year Plan 
T %L SN 17X )  , ,, 

‘Estimated Actual E's"tl‘ma‘t'edi' Actuals 
receipts ' ' ' receipts vl 

S * - 7 =" (Incrores of' rupees) : 

External (from Government, e " 
LIC, Banks, Public) - 2,58.76 2,75.64 65.75 66.29 

Internal(depreciation, ' 
reserves, consumers दि . ' 

security). 31.95 31.74 1.50 1.46 

Total 2.90 .71 3.07 .38 67.25 67.75 

. Annual Plan 

1980-81 1981-82 

Estimated  Actuals Estimated  Actuals 
receipts lreceipts ) 

(In crores of rupees) 

. Bxternal (from Govt., LIC, ' 
Banks, Public) . 73.85 88.65 1,04.21 1,02.02 

Internal(depreciation, 
reserves, consumers security)  1.25 1.48 3.00 3.10 

Total 75.10 . 90.13 1,07.21  1,05.12 
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After a study of the woiking of various State Electricity Boards, 

specially with regard to फट geneiation of mteinal 1csouices tre Cential 

" Electricity Authority (CEA) पा. August, 1978 cmphasised that the State 

Electricity Boards should not only be financially solvent but should 
also meet a reasonable 0811 of their capital requirement through internal 

resofirces. In this context, the CEA considered a  percentage 
" का arowid 20 to 25 of फिट annual programme to be an appropriate दिए हुए 

of internal resources gemeiation. To acheve this end, 2 time bound 
programme of 4 to 5 years so as o generate 5 10. 8 percent increase 
m mternal resources over the previcus year of peiformance was suggested. 
But mstead of commg up to these expectations, the peiccntage of mternal 

resources actually dimmished durmg 1979-80, 1980-81 and 1981-82 com- 

pared to the fifth plan pericd, as would be scen ficm the table below — 

Yeai Actual Targetof  Actual ascertain of In- _ 

capital internal re- ternal resources 

outlay sources 

envisaged  Amount Percentage 

(Rupees 10 

crores) 

1974-79 2,54 34 50.87 31.74 12.48 

1979-80 - 56.41 11.28 1.46 2.59 

1980-81 65.06 13.21 1.48 2 24 

1981-82 86.20 17.24 3.10. 3.60 

The decline in the mobilisation of internal resouices was inspite 
of the fact that the Board resorted to tariff revisions omnce in May, 
1978 and again in January, 1981 which were 10. generate an increase of 
approximately 13.8 and 11 per cent respectively in revenue from sale 

" of energy. 

(i) The Resource Group of the Planning Commission worked out 
a commercial loss of Rs. 2,02.52 crores during 1980-85 without 
tariff revision as compared to estimated commercial loss of Rs. 40.88 
crores 1n the previous plan period 1974-79. This loss included a com- 
mercial loss of Rs. 26.18 crores for 1980-81 against which actual com- 
mercial loss worked out to Rs. 31.21 crores inspite of enhancement of 
tariff by 11 per cent with effect from Ist January 1981. The table below
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gives comparative position ए these 1055 

“ 

१5 for the- two years 1980-81 कं 
1981-82 — । 

. As.estimated by the Re- T Acestmated by theRe - - Actwals का Ac,t‘u.a_ls'w o 
v ‘ source Group of the : ’ 

: - Planning Commission , व 

1980-81... 1981-82... 1980-81... 1981-82 

) "7 (Rupeesm croxes) ) 

(a) Gioss Revenue - 84.16 . 99.57. <9333 1,19.12 

:-(b) Revenue expenditure 62.90 79.25" 79.10 - 1,13.14 

(¢) Gross Operating sirplus 21,26 - 20,327... --14:23- - -- 5.98. 

" (d) Interestto 11}st1’tutfo"n'a1 ' : . 
investors . ' 13.28 ._ 14,94 13.68 16.80 

(हो, Depreciation . .  14.18 "16.23 10.70 14.08 

(f) Interest on State Govt-.' ह है . - 
loans “ 19,98 22.96 21.06 23.61 

(8. Total . . 47.44 54.13 45.44  54.49 
(h) Commercial loss(g—c) . 26.18 " 33.81 31.21 48.51 

_In their wriiten reply, the Depaitment/Boaid stated as under — 

“(i) The mternal resources of ‘the' Board have been rased: 85 per . 
the forecast made in the Budget Estimates. However, the 
Board could कण, achieve the, target of 20% of the annual 
programme, as recommended by the Central Electricity Autho- 
rity due to mainly high cost of the Thermal Generation, rise 

- i 

The- position’ of the internal resources 
15 as under 

in''wages/Establishment expenses etc 
\ 

during the subsequent yeais . 

Year . ‘ . .~ Actual .. Targetof = Actuals 
.. capital.. A - mternal. _ 

outlay, , resources . P 
5 ., - -envisaged. कि 

व (९८. in crores) e 
1982-83 114. 50 3.00 3.57 
(Revised) o, - 

1983-84 121.63 3.50.. . 3.57 

1984-85 98.82- ,. ' 4.00 " 2.37 

1985-86 - ’ 123.20- 7, ,3.00 . 1. 61.
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(ii) The position of the w'orkmg results of the Board, during the 
years 1982:83, 1983-84, 1984-85 & 1985-86 15 as under : ‘ 

BT 

ता कह b  «द्व ।५ . 1982-83. ,.. 1983-84... 1984-85 , 1985-86 

ं व ली ः (७ crores of Rupees) 

. (@) GrossRevenug  .,134.70  165.10 ° "163.43 . 1199.23 

" पु) ‘Revenue Bxpdr.” | 132.43 134.54 153.04  180.40 

- = "0 Grossoperating - - e -.- --. e 
7 न 4 gurplus  ' 12.27 30.56 10.39. ...18.83 

+ +(d) Interest to Insti- 
tutional investors 24.65 23.49 31.42 =~ 36.81 

., () Depreciation 15.48 -%  18.13 ~ 19.76 7 7. 21.65 

(f) Interest o>n‘;‘St_afite ) 
- Govt. Loans . 26.04 29.64 34.82 41.25 
5 T,ob PY - T PR 

78) Total (d+e+f) 66.17 71.26 -, 86,00 99.71 

(h) Commercial - 
- . loss(g—c) '+ - 53.90: '- 40.70 75.61: 80.88 

e o YRR TN " H ' [ " 

The Board is taking the following steps to improve the position 
and make the -Board- vidble :— - 

(i) The Government has been ’approached to grant subsidy/re- 
-« - ' imburse the losses to the Board on account of Rural Electri- 
o + fication- and low Agriculture tariff. 

(ii): The tanff for general and industrial conections consumers 
* £ ¢ -has been revised by the Board w.e.f. 1-12-1987 due to which 

‘ the Board will get additional revenue. ’ 

v~ (iii) The Board 15 renovating the Thermal Power Project Farida- 
‘ bad & Panipat and as a result thereof there will be great 

improvement of generation side and the fuel consumption 
in shape of furnace oil will be on lower side. In this 
way on one side the generation will increase and on the 

e --o‘tdher~ side -the expenses-on account of .fuel will~be~on lower 
~side. s ¢ . पा 

पल IR 7 e . BRI «i . (V). The Board is rediicing the unskilled staff in both. the pro- 
..... -. ........ . Jects (Faridabad -& Pasdipat)- in phased manner by either 
नव, -y v ¢ divertibg 07 ‘gefietal अत छा by way of retrenchment. गा * 77 7 " this ‘way the establishment  expenditufe , will” B, considerably 

reduced for gemeration of power in 'the projects.” 
* 
5.
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rd supplementary q‘pestl'onnax"xe, the Departmernt/Bo. 
* . e A / < ‘. Lo, 

.- Ao, reply to 
state_d\ma’Ln”‘,sl{,,un‘d‘e‘r — ; लक, s . 

“(i) Following sters to make the Board viable have been imple- 
o imemted-me न e e - 

"1 ”."(a) The ~conversion ' of 'state govt.” loan of Rs., 390 crore into 
गए =~ equity capital~has ‘been” sanctioned. का addition, R.E. subsidy 

of Rs., 142.61" crore has also been sanctioned by the State 
government ना ° 

बा... “*  ‘Amount' > - AcSouited for 
L o (Rs. in crores)* in Board’s ac- 
OB N . XU ह,1.. s ceunts for the 

A 1 > year 

l o N 1983-84 थी पद v e . 1007 198586 19.97 .. - “,— 1985-86 

- 1984-85 . 32.51 
~ ६ 3 | «यू 1987-88 

~* [1985-86 - o Lo -~ 30.13-) . 
- 1»... 1988-89 30.00 1988-89 
T, 1~ 1989-99 ८, s Budgeted - + 3380 (Astual 

30.00 crore) 

7. - [AV L PR LAY ) 1:.4"’“2‘:;6? ‘:."\‘1"_;: 

.~ (b) As a result ‘of increase in दिए w.e.f. 1-9-1985 in respect of 
: bulk supply, street light, railway traction and 'demand, charges 

of A.P. consumers and meter rent of all consumers and w.e.f. 
1-12-87 in respect of all categories of consumers,except domes- 

3.17 tic.--and agricultural and higher availability of power for sale, - 
the revenue of the Board increased asunder :— 

व . RO A . Pt " T गा थे A 

. ‘Reyenue from S,OF. - ., - 
(Rs. in crore) 

F1I « हल [T . o t 3> [ L. ८ + oo L . 

s T ..t -, At o - vDusto. Total _Percen-' Availa- Per- 
84-85 .vevision' - >tage. in- bility cen- 

. rates  of tariff crease of tage 
T - TS + e © « ~ inres ‘power in- 
तक, e Tete 2. 1 «1... 7 7. s . - yenue! ~(In MU) crease 

i St ० «तय. o+ . overf,  ' of 
pre- power 

न यूथ हि दे R TS P तर. (O । vious 21 «.  sold 
A L K हक , * ही, छत ..years . over 
c T O AU 1 Y 5 S Vo . * Gt e pre- 

: - ~ < e s 7 4 f T Lo ' ., e Vl.OllS 

< . ' ४ - S ' दा है » W T LA year 
उपर T T e T e T T T T T T T T T T s - : 

1985-86 165.25 12.03 , 7.28 L 4256 

1986-87 , 182,45 21.21 203.66 15.70 4639 8.97 

J. व. 1987-88... ', 204.23) *8.d0 232.62 , 13.57 5157 11.16 
R A A s G L S 
', “This includes’ tariff- increase of all; categories except. DS & AP 

SR consumers w.e.f. 1-12-87, . | . १. पद 
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(2) In order to cut down the cost, of generation the work of 

repovation & modernisation in_respect of Papipat Thermal 

Power Station and Faridabad' Thermal Power - Station 15 in 

progress. At Pampat Thermal Power Station out of 69 acti- 

vities, 58 activities have been completed. Consequently, average 

P.L.F. which was 35.05% (Stage-I) upto 1984-85 has increased 

to 39.11% (Stage-I) m 1989-90. कै 

In Thermal Power Station, Faridabad, out of 67 ,activities, 47 

activities have been completed. The P.L.F. which was 27,932 

m 1984-85 (3x60 MW) has increased to 45.71%; in 1989-90. 
After completion of these activities, the generation on both the 

Power Stations has, increased steadily over the years, as 

detailed below — . : 

Gross energy generation during 

1085-86, 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 
’ . T 

(In MU) 

Faridabad (3x60 MW) 397 695 718 580** 708 

Panipat (Stage-I) . 750 561 569 636 754 

Panipat (Stage-H) . — - ]90*** 1002 1203 1093 

**Less generation of 75.434 MU during 88-89 against deemed 

generation” of 655 MU was due to closure of units on avai- 

lability of cheaper power from other sources and’ decline 'in 

demand, and deemed generatien is slightly less due to longer 

shut down of Unit-II for carrymg out of R&M. 

कक Umyt-111 of Stage-11 was, handed over to O&M in 7/86 & Unit- 

IV, synchronised in 1/87 

(d) Skilled/unskilled staff reduced/transfeired fr0m| thermal stations 

is as under :— कि ' 

(i) Thermal power station, Faridabad’ 667 

- (i) Phermal power station, Panipat 566 
[ B y 

, . , A 1233 
' 1 

Besides, the fol‘lowing other steps have also been t.aken/are propo- 

secdt to be. taken. :— - 

. ~(ay Conversion of State. government loan.” of Rs, 390 crore into 

equity capital out of total State government-loan of Rs.1041.73 

&
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- .crore as at the end of 3/88 would reduce the Board’s interest 

" . liability on- govérniment loans’ 'and' thereby reduct the com- 
* . mercial loss. A propdsal-toconvert -another Rs. 460 crore 

' * ’of*State government loans into equity “1s tnder consideiation. 

-5, (b) The tariff has ,'beeAn‘_ revised, , again w.e.f. 1-9-88, "'The benefit 
of the increased tariff., will 06 available in subsequent years 
to reduce the commercial loss. - I 

दर 

‘.3 न (दी Ban'‘has ए०ढ, imposed-‘on ‘new- recruitment: (0: 160ए06 the LR : ! 3 W X (o हर 2 expenditure. “न गा पका या oo RS PR . . AR e TR - 1, 5, 5 दो दा 

* {(d)'Tata' Research 'Institite -has- been ' cominissioned 'to study the 
* " reasons-for higher coal and- oil -consumption at’-Faridabad & 

Panipat Thermal Power Stations with a’view to reducing cost 00 
., this account. - . 

- «ही पा T न st 2 

et . (€),A, study has “beén” Comniissioned on फिट prevalent billing pro- 
न .. Cedure, ‘inventory c¢omtrol, ‘organisational structure, etc. so as 

to reduce expendituré "inthése areas. 
SERRERS 

.n- These steps have made it possible to contzin the commercial 
lésses. vt . v कर कर , . - \ वि b L SN . 

#L. “(0 ‘Against, commercial loss of Rs. 202.52 -crore .durmg_ 1980-85 
projected by Resource "Group of the Plannmg Commission, 

- ,commercial - 1055, during. the years- 1980-81 to 1983-84 was 
" “hormal "& reasonable “as compared to the projected -loss by 

the * Resource Group. The abnormal increase m commercial 
री *« loss iduring (198485 .15 attributable to the _followmg reasons— 
it कदर हे L 

हि) | 

. 'घा (80. The. power . vailability. ~f'rom';yHIdAro” G‘en.‘erat'i“on' duting 1984-85 
titu - s decreased:-by,..314 MU and thermal ge“neArAat'llo)nf”iJncmreased by 

228::MU* over .the -previous: year.,. घी, e cost of.overall gene- 
- 

ration/unit was, therefore, higher than the previous year. 

3k My दे ०2 iqe, " A g e v D Yok o )it * हि) Due_to availability of 1255 powet during 198485 as’ compared 
to the year 1983-84 less power was sold to "पीट 'consumers. 

. The revenue receipts therefore, did not show the required 
@8 ०7 increase .in the year.1984:85. The revenue, receipts,;during 

- 119883-4’8845 were Rs. 163.43 crore against-Rs. 165.10 crore during 
983-84, ~ . . 

[&¥] n S ol B e . o 
के ' R IRGEN Lo (AL SRR d 

. ¢ (c) The expenditure on genmeration of power increased by about 
1L 18% and the establishment -and. O&M, expenses, by about 19% 

due to rise in price index. The total expenditure of the 
L Board increased by Rs. 33.24 crore over the previous year 

गा गा and consequently the commercial loss also increased by almost 
. the same amocunt. ' 

पड पं. (VIR -5 वन्य अग्य e, PR दे 7९४ 91८ व दि नहा दे 

(d) Power (0 the agricultural sector 15 being sold at 8 subsidised. rate. 
. which is even less than the gemeration cost. Further, the share e ¢ o fovar - vy . '3 A 

\ लि f power 0, agricultural "sector as”a‘'percentage of 'एठ81.. power जि कह च्् र+ हूं। [ नशा का जल ६ +स्ख N A L 7% ये पे 

. 

L 

ईद & ST 

N 

- 
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*  sold by the Board has been increasing resulting into increase 

in commercial loss as under :— 

Year 1... + Total power Power sold to Percentage of 

sold agricultural the power 
sector sold 

I - (In M.U)) 

1980-81 3390 972 28.67 

1981-82 . - 3867 1198 30.98 

1982-83 ., , 3946 1350 34.21 

_ 1983-84 . 3954... ........ 1301 32.90 

1984-85 ‘ 3725 1375 36.91" 

[l 

When it -was -pointed out to the Board that it had incurred losses 

to the tune of more than Rs. 520 crores by the end of last year which 

might have now further gone up, the departmental representative stated’ 

during the course of oral exammation that there were basically three 

mizin: elements which were responsible for the losses suffered by the Board, 

namely, (1) mcrease पा. cost of generation (1) sale of power to agriculture 

sector at subsidized rate which had tisen from 28.67 per cent of the 

powér sold 1n 1980-81 to 55.90 per cent in 1989-90 and (u1) interest 

and “depréciation. It -was stated that the followimng steps had been पान 

plemented to make the Board viable— . ; 

हि " * "0 conversion 0 State Government loan of Rs. 390 crore into 

© .1 ‘equity capital has been sanctioned ; 

’ , () Sanction of R.E. subsidy of Rs. 142.61 crore by the State 

» - - - Government; <" + . . 

(1ii) mcrease m tarff w.e.f. 1-9-1985, 1-12-87 and agam fiom 

L *,” 1.9.88. -in respect of all categories of consumers except DS & 

AP -consumers; ’ . 

‘ (iy) implementation of renovation and _modermsation scheme in 

<t " respect of ‘Panipat Thermal Power Station and Faridabad Ther- 

'mal Power Station to:cut down the cost of gemeration; and 

(v) reductionftransfer of skilled/unskilled staff from Thermal sta- 

tions.” ८, Lt 

"4 . Besides, the followmng other steps. bad been taken/wete proposed 

-+ . to’ be -taken to contam commercial losses— 

T (@) proposal - to_convert another Rs. 460 crores of State Govern- 

' ment loans into- equity was under consideration; 

—
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(b) ban ' hac been imposed om new: récruitment .to, reduce the 

expenditure; ० . . . 

(c) Tata Research--Institute- had been -commissioned --to study the 
reasons for higber coal and oil consumption at Faridabad and 

' Panipat Thermal Powcr Stations with 2 view to reducing cost 
on that account; and ! ) 

(d) A study had beer conducted on the prevalent billing proce- 
. dure, inventory comtrol, organisational structure, etc. to reduce 

- expenditure पा these areas. ’ 

\ 

o 

When enquired by the Committee, it was stated by .the departmen- 
tal representative that the Tata Research Institute was commissioned 1n 
January, 1990, and was to submit its report within 3 months but ‘so 
far it had not donme any substantial work and they would be pursued 
to complete the job expeditiously. - . ) ' 

. - 
The Committee note with- concern that the Board has been incurring 

heavy losses since its inception. . The Committee, therefore, feel that 
the things will go out of control of the Board unless stringent measures 
are adopted-to remedy the financial crisis faced by, the Board. _ 

s + 1४ o 
- The Committee, therefore, recommend that— _ , - 

* (i) operational - efficiency .  be. ln‘cre‘ase,d and steps tak\‘e‘n -to reduce 
the operational losses to the minimum possible extent; . .. 

- (i) a Committee, including senior representatives, of the Government, 
be constituted to. .make job. analysis i.e. Proper  assessment ,of 
the work load in the Board. and.the.inumber of posts, required 
in different cadres, particularly, the supervisory cadre, so that 
it is- ensured. that the number of posts. and the: work load in 
the Board is in accordance with the norms fixed by the Government 
for its office; and ' . S ’ > 

< 

- phones, vehicles and airconditioners etc. 

"\ The economy exercised as. a result of the, ahgve ही might 
शी in restoring the financial health of the Board: and: re¢duce losses being 
suffered by it. .- ) ’ 

. . . ) oL w . e -, T नह, ७ . f 

' . The Committee “further tecommend . that. the. matter: With the Tata 
Research ‘nstitute be - pursued vigorously. -and the . action, taken; in the . light 
of their report be infimated to the Committee. . S 

S or ., N 1 B 

6.7.02. (iii) & ('iv)-—Inventory holdings and amount recoverable. .. 

7. Apart from the- inadequate generation: of funds from .internal 
resources, and time-lag in ‘mobihsation of funds.from exteina), resources, 
the following factors have also effected the Board’s financial position - : 
(A) Maximuim and ‘minimum limits for-various.items, of; stock, not: having 
been fixed, the beok- balance- of inventories; -which, -at _the_close of 1974-75 

B ¢ R - H 0 . - - . . . 

(व) utmost ecomomy be effected in expenditure, on- the. use of tele- 

? 

¢
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stood at Rs. 21,29.66 lakbs, rose to Rs. 29,15.85 lakhs at the end of 

the Fifth Five Year Plan. By the end of 1981-82 it had registered a 

steep rise to Rs. 68,75.10 lakhs. 

The inventories at the end of March, 1982 included . 

(a) Stores valued Rs. 49.58 lakhs purchased for the 2x60 MW 

Thermal Plants at Faridabad, which were commissioned.during 

1974-75 and 1975-76, respectively still lying (December, 1982) 

unused. 

(b) Iron, copper, alummium and lead scrap of the value of 

Rs. 51.59 lakhs as assessed by the Board (age-wise break 

up not available). 

(c) Obsolete and unserviceable materials valued Rs. 54.97 lakhs 

(age-wise break up not available). 

(d) Stores .valued Rs. 89.00 lakhs were lying un-used for three 

to ten years as on 3lst March, 1981. Similar data at the 

close of March, 1982 is nbt available. 

(¢) Tower materials valuing Rs. 37.23 lakhs procured for trans- 

mission and ‘distributton works lying unsued (December, 

1981) in five sub-stores (out of 21 sub-stores) firem cne 10 

three years. 

(f) Switch board and panel (value : Rs. 1.74 lakhs) received 

in May, 1979 in Central Store Ballabgarh, but not used on- 

works because of mon-recufication of defects of the trolley 

(cost of trolley being only Rs. 2,000) for whose' operation 

the' panel was procured. 

(8) Sundry debtors for sale of enmergy and amounts recoverable 

~from other State Electricity Boards, etc.,, had been increa- 

sing as may be seen from the following details :— - 

Year Sale of energy Sundryde-  Percentage Amount re- 

' ' ’ tors for ' of sundry coverable 
energy at the debtors to from other 

' énd of the sales * State Elecy. 

* year Boards 610. 
(Rupees 10 lakhs) 

1978-79, 64,37.15  4,43.80 6.89  46,79.25 
(at theend of the ’ . ’ 
Fifth-Plan) ' ‘ T ; 

1979-80 67,04.45 5,41.76 8.68 57,79.05 
vyt ७ दि दे . ) 

1980-81 85,06.71 9,54.51 "11.22 72,37.12 

198182 . 1,0941.17 121174 ‘11.08 - 87,43.84
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'> " 'The  sundry ‘debfors at’ the¥close of 1981-82:inchided Rs.:9,30-52 
lakhs outstanding against’ defaulting .consumers..’ 'These” included; debts - 
aggregating Rs. 94.99 lakhs outstanding foria period 104 more,;than: three, 
years. An amount of Rs. 1,41.00 lakhs was due from 213 debtors 
whose cases were pending पा courts/arbitration *as:on. 319: Marchy 1981. 
Similar figures as on 31581 March, 1982 have not been compiled. 

oo I ) नि ६ 4. W बी (हु" 

" The; Board, decided (Jamiary: 1982) ० write “off “surcharge outstan- 
ding 'beyond ' डंडे months ‘and‘ directed "that the constmers * accounts 06 
scrutinised. Neither action in this regard has yet (Jariuary 1983) been 
taken nor the extent of surcharge becoming non-recoverable on this ac- i .. N s सा, 2 था v, - * हि 

. 
copnt assessed. 

7 - e - N R NT O 

In their written reply, the DepartmentfBo"ar“'d‘ stated 985 under .— 
व 

PN [N ] [ o o . i P _ Y 

“MM Organisation : , -, .~ B « . >>. 

Out of total inventory of Rs. 6875.10 18058 as on 31-3-82, inven- 
“tory worth Rs. 3006.56 lacs ‘relates to: MM -Organisation. It 
“is always our endeavour to keep the stores to the bare mini- 
mum level. As a ‘result ‘of efforts madé’ in 'this direction, the 
inventory has, been brought down to Rs. 1645.95 lacs 85 on 

o 31-3-85. जाई 'includes value of- various. -spares’and specific 
"material to be allottedfissued by ‘C.E./P&C on receipt of pen- - 

"+ iding matching material.- The-value: of such material is to the 
extent of Rs. 300 lacs. Thus the balance- invefitory of Rs. 
1345.95 lacs is not on higher side. Needless to mention here 
that HSEB being public utility organisation engaged in main- . , taining large, network of transmission/distribution, system, suffi- 
clent material has to. be kept, for on going project | works, 

-, maintenance works and urgent works caused, due, to breakdown 
of supply. The minimum and:, maximum’ levels of’stock items 
have been fixed in February, 1985, T 

‘ * पट न सु ० ot 
] In -the amount >of Rs. -54.97 lacs; on ‘account of scrap of 

-iron, .copper,” aluminium, lead and :unserviceablewiand obsolete 
w- L. . _items, an amount of Rs._51.59 1805 _is inculded. on.account _ «w .+ - Of cost of scrap of yarious. kinds. . Al items of unserviceablef .. - Obsoletefscrap, of copper, iron, lead and aluminium have been - disposed off: through .auction held on 5-8-81, 8-11-82 at Delhi, 
. , .. 00 9-7-81 and 10-2-82, at Dhulkote on 19-8-81, at- Panipat/ . ., Karnal and through NITS No. 50,60,65 & 102. The amount 

realised through,, a”uct,io‘n‘a,ll\‘filTJ,S by disposing off these items .. . ...works out_to_Rs. 56.08 lacs. _. ; 
T o LEO T 2 § 

and the same has been issued to S5.D.0., Const. Sub.; 
Bhiwani on 6-10-81. ) - 

glx 

h 

. Profect works (Therm‘als. and Hydel) पट e पर 
Sufficient material has to be kept' for on-going project 

v - 
4 ५, 

& o works i.¢.fThermal Projeét” at Panipat, ! Hydél Project at Yamuna! 

" . -t The defective trolley has since been replaced , by ithe firm, 
ivisiong 

(४-14: 1 

v 
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Nagar while फिट third unit of Pampat Thermal Plant cem- 

missioned durimg 1985 and fourth umt commissioncd on 
, 11-1-87. 

For the runnmg and. mamtenance of .thermal power houses 

sufficient quantity of material as well as spare parts was 

necessary to be kept for them. 

Workshop Organisation 

As the workshop meant for manufacturing new tiansfor- 

mers and repairmg of damaged transformers are also running 

in the Board, sufficient quamtity of matenal/spare parts and 
transformers o1l etc. was required to be kept. 

Due to price escalation (increasg in price index) which 1s 
a world wide phenomenon, the real value of the inventoiy in 
the succeedimg years 15 on the higher side and reflects to have 

registered a steep 1158 द 

The defaulting amount at the end of 4/85 is Rs. 25.50 crores out 
of which Rs. 16.37 crores relates to Govt./[Semu Govt. agen- 
cies. The increase 'n defaulting amount 1s primarily due to 

non-payment of dues by Govt./Serm Govt. agencies and levy 

of surcharge on the payment due. Also in many cases the 
consumers have disputed फिट charges and the cases are pen- 
ding 1 the courts/Arbitration. The year wise position of 
defaulting amount 15 .as under — 

Year Defaulting amount 
(Rs. 1n crores) 

1975-76 2.30 
1976-77 : - 2.31 
1977-78 2.54 
1978-79 3.75 
1979-80 5.34 
1980-81 6.36 
1981-82 9.55 
1982-83 12.13 
1983-84 25.57 
1984-85 24.45 (Ending 3/85) 

As per latest data available there are about 900 cases 
pending in the court mmvolving an amount of about Rs. 6.00 
crores. 

The Board has not, declarcd -any debt as doubtful and every eflorts 
are being made to realise all debts.”
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. In reply to supplementary questions, the Department/Be,d"r'd 
stated as under :— ; NN जा ता 

पड position of inventory as on 31-3-88 & 31-3-89 पड as under :— 

Particulars’ ' As ०४ 31-3-88 Ason 31-3-89' 

(Rs. in crore) 

(8) Fuel stock . [13.23 ”' 13.9] 

(७) Stock for O&RM 3 "42.20 : 49:15 

(ले Capitalstores . - 39260 46.36 

Total : . 94.69 109.42 

The increase in the capital stores is on account of material/equip- 
ment reccived for on going projects. The increase in fuel stock and 
O&M “stores 15 on account of commissioning of IVth Unit on 11-1-87 
and Vth Unit on-28-3-89 at Panipat Thermal Power Station and increase 
in prices 

Out of amount of Rs. 8743.84 lacs shown -as recoverable fiom 
other State Elecy. Boards at the end of the year, 1981-82 a sum of Rs 
8267.14 lacs has already been recovered/adjusted by the end of 31-3-90 
The latest figures of the amount recoverable from other States wupto 
31-3-90 out of the above amount is Rs. 476.70 lacs 

It may thus be seen that huge amount has already beer tleared 
due tc our strenuous efforts and follow up action. Efforts are also bemng 
made to recover/settle the ‘balance amount of Rs. 476.70 lacs.” 

It was stated by the departmental representative that the position 
of inventory as on 3/89 and 8/90 was as under :— 

Period ending . Value of inventory 

) . ‘ ‘ ः (Rs. in crores) - 

(a) Projects _.. 3/89 कि T, 109.42 

®) Distributionr & Transmission stores 3/89 S 27. 34. 

पलक * 137.16 

(@) Projects ) : 8/90 - 47.07 

(b) Distribution & Transmission stores 8/90 ‘ - 25.70 

Total - . ~ , 7,77 

Ng
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** This showed that the inventory bad been reduced during the said 

period to the extent of Rs. 64.39 crores. 

o With regard to fixation of reserve stock limit, it was stated that 

minimum and maximum imit for important and costly 1items bemg used 

in.the distribution system fixed by the Board were as under : 

" ‘Total proposed minimum level ' Rs. 9.7 crore. 

Total proposed maximum/p—rocurement level : 36.0 crore. 

As regards Transmission Works, store items were being purchased 

for specific works only as provided m the construction prcgiamme. In 

regard to Thermal Power Projects there were no 1NOLMS fot coal and 

fuel oil stock but these were, generally recommended to be kept for a 

period of one month so 85 to cover unforeseen circumstances. As re- 

gards spares for power projects, BHEL had recommended that these 

should be kept to cover the requirement for -a period of atleast three 

years. 

_ In regard to the steps taken to reduce the inventory, it was stated 

that all items available 1 Divnl. and Central Stores in respect of Trans- 

mission/Distribution system, had been computerised. ABC analysis of the 

inventory had been made and steps were being taken to reduce फिट 

levels of inventory m respect of major items which constituted maximum 

values of the inventory. 

Identification of surplus, obsolete and slow moving items 180 also 

Projects as well as Transmission and Dis- 

The total value of surplus, obsolete and slow moving 

Rs. 1,09.36 lacs out of the 

total inventory of Rs. 72.77 crores. The 

circulated to various agencies in the 

to find out if the same could be utilised and action was being taken for 

disposal of these items. 

During the period 4/90 to 11/90, material amounting to Rs. 177 

lacs had been disposed off while material worth Rs. 25 lacs 980 been 

put to use. 

. Besides, while effecting purchases the indent received fiom the field 

offices were being thoroughly scrutimsed 50 that the matenal was not 

purchased in excess of actual requirements. 

It was 8150 stated during oral examination tbat out of Rs. 8743.84 

lacs shown as recoverable from other State Electricity Boards at the end 

of the year 1981-82 a sum of Rs. 8267.14 lacs bhad already been: reco- 

vered/adjusted by the end of 31-3-1990, leaving 2 balance of Rs. 476.70 

lacs. A detailed break up of फिट amount outstanding, reasons thercof 

and efforts made by the Board for recovermg the same Wwele given 85 

under .— 
. 

«1. (i) Pensionary hability of composite P.S.EB.—Rs. 49,86,545. 

ovt.—Rs, 46,79,104. P 4 1 . 

(is) Pensionary charges recoverable from State G
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' 1656 pensionary charges. relate to the pension paid to the टन 
ployees retired पा. H.S.E.B. and a pioportiton of the amount so paid 15 
recoverable from the Composite P.S.E.B./State Government. Such 1६८ 
claims have also been raised on H.S.E.B. by the P.S.E.B. ranging within 
the claims of the H.S.E.B. But these claims have not been admitted 
by the H.S.E.B. as the smmlar amount 1s also recoverable from the 
P.S.E.B. The decision 158 still to be arrived at to finalise the claims and 
counter-claims by holding bi-lateral meetings. Effoits छाए be made to 
Slet'tle these claims at the earliest possible opportunity for finalismg such 
claims. 

2.. Expenditure on Half a Million Job Scheme recoverable from the State 
Govt.—Rs. 51,026. 

] 

The above charges relate to the amount pard to the employees 
appointed under Half a Million Job Programme Scheme agamnst which 
the amount so paid was to be reimbursed by the State Govt. This 
Scheme was operatife durmng 1973-74 and 1974-75. The amount pard 
durmmg this period 1e. Rs. 1.31 lacs was got re-umbursed from the State 
Govt., but the amount of Rs. 51,026 has been shown as booked in the 
account during the subsequent years which appears to be due to ms- 
classification. - Efforts are bemg made to lay hands on the old recoid 
during which the amount was booked and musclassified and rectification 
of the musclassification-wise carried out after due venfication. 

3. Amount recoverable from the Central Gevt. on account of Apprentice 
Account—Rs. 2,45,777.- - 

These charges are shown as recoverable from the Central Govt. 
which relate .to the amount paid for the training of Graduates and 
Technicians under .the Apprentice Act 1973. The amount booked under 
this head. relates to the pericd from 1976-77. As per Scheme, the claims 
were to be taised on the Central Govt. by the Circle Offices. Since the 
amount booked umder the Scheme relates to a very old period, efforts 
are being made to get the facts of फिट claims from field offices for eatly 
settlement. - - 

4. Excise Duty recoverable from the Excise Deptt.—Rs. 2,54,76,011. 

As verified from the reford, this amount relates to फिट period frem 
1978-79 onwards, out of which, a sum of Rs. 2,52,81,035 has already 

been recovered/adjusted from the amount payable to the Excise Deptt. 
on account of Excise Duty payable on generation and on the manu- 
facture of Transfoimers 1 the Dhulkote Workshop and adjustment पा 
this regard m the accounts are being made separatcly. The only claim 
for 11/80 amounting to Rs. 2,94,976 1s pending before the Collecticn 
(Appeals) Excise Deptt., Delhi and his* award 1s awaited. 

\ 

5. The amount recoverable from the Beas Construction Board—Rs. 5,61,39%. 

° The amount recoverable fiom. the B.C.B. pertamns to the peiicd 
prior ta 1980 and it has not been possible to dig cut फिट recoid of the 

- above period--fo kidow the exact nature of recoveiable amcunt ficm the 

X'
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B'C.B. The record 1s, however, being sorted out and some time will 

require to locate the same 

6. Amount of nterest on M.T. loan—Rs. 7,117 

The facts of the claims are bemg ascertamed separately 

7. Amount recoverable from R.S.E.B. on account of share m Capstal/ 

Revenue Expenditure—Rs. 1,16,62,670 

The detasls of the Revenue/Capital Expendituie booked by फिट 

Accounting Units during the year 19776-77 onward for the mainteuance 

of lines etc. on Common Pool Works are being sorted out and will be 

cleared on availabiity of the ccmplete details either by lodging claim 

with the R.SEB. or adjusiment as the case may be.” 

The Committee recommend that the maximum and minimum limits in 

all areas of stock holding should फट fixed and within थे specified time the stocks 

should be brought down to the level of reserve stock limits so fixed. Wherever 

the stock limits are mot likely to be fixed immediately, the norms should be 

adopted on an adhoc basis on the pattern prevalent in the Punjab State Elec- 

tricity Board. 

The Committee further recommend that the surplus/obsolete material 

lying with the Board be disposed off at the ecarliest so that the money 

does not remain blocked unnecessarily. . 

The Committee would also like to know the laiest position of the 

inventory and the action taken about the disposal of surplus/obsolete mate- 

rial lying with the Board. ' 

The Commuttee observe with concern that even t1ll now फिट Board 

has not been able to sort out the record पा certamn cases to ¢stablish - 

its claim for recovery, which should be done without any furiber 1055 

of time. १ 

The Committee recommend that vigorous efforts to recover the outstan- 

ding dues be made and the recovery effected expeditiously and,in case required, 

the matier be taken up at higher levels to avoid further delay and the Committee 

be kept informed about the progress made in the recovery of फिट oustanding 

amounts. 

6.7.06. Generation of Power 

8. (1) The Seventh Annual Electric Power Suivey (1972) had laid 

down standard generation per K.W. of installed capacity at 5500 Kwh 

for new and efficient thermal generating sets, and 2080 XKwh for more 

than 10 years old uneconomic generating units, aganst which the Board 

expected a generation of 2500 Kwh per K के. of installed capacity of 

thermal generating sets dwmmg the first year of cperaticn, 4060 Kwh 

during seccnd year, 5000 Kwh c¢urng thnd ycar and 5500 Kwh cdunng 

subsequent years of “operaticn Even these could mot te achieved (cncept
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in, फिट first year in first and second units, of Faridabad Thcrmal Statxo\r’ 
and of Panipat Thermal Station) as seen from the table given below :— 

Year of Assumed Actual generation per KW of installed capacity 
operation generation 

per KW of Faridabad Thermal Panipat Thermal 
mstalled Station Station 
capacity 

First Unit  Second First Umt Second 
(April, Unit (May, (November, Unit ' 
1975) 1976) . 1979) (March, 

- 1980) 

(Figures in जा) - 

First ) 2500 4491 4746, . 2655 - 3235 

Second 4000 3198 3861 3477 . 3340 

Third 5000 4791 - 1794 

Fourth - 5500 . - 2948 4074 

Fifth 5500 2009 2845 

Sixth - 5500 - 2335 4355 

Seventh 5500 2633 ' - 

(i1) The table below mdicates the details of forecasts 0  power 
geperation for the Fifth Five Year Plan (1974-79) and: annual plans -for 
1979-80 to 1981-82 and the achievements there-against L 

at 

Fifth Five Year Plan ~ Annual Plans . 
1979-80  1980-81 1981-82 , 

Projec- Ac- Pro- Ac- Pro- Ac- Pro- Ac- 
tion tuals  jec- tuals jec- tuals jec—- tuals ' 

] tion _tion tion” . 

1 2. 3 "4 5 "6 1 8 

1. Installed Capacity— R G 

() Hydro MW 2285 .. 654 .. 654 - .. 696 : 

' MKWH 20017 SO .. 5129 .. 6097 « .. 

(i) T bermal MW - 941 .. कप . a1 .. अर ८४ «: 

_ MKWH 8243 .. 3653 .. 3653 .. 4179 . 
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1 2 .3 4 2 3 a4 5 6 1 8 

2. G‘ro‘s’s‘G'ene_ration——* T कर -, 

s (i) Hydro* 6635 7400 2580 3075 2720 2967 3020 3198 

(0 Thermal 4847 3844 1477 898 1675 1303 2065 1570 

) '3, Auxiliary con- o , ः 
* . sumption 

Thermal 383 372 118 119 132 205 216 240 

4. Net generation 11099 10872 3039 3854 4263 4065 4869 4528 

5. Purchase of 
Power 2440 1030 120 147 190 120 250 147 

6. Transmisswnh 
and distribution - 
losses 2983 2569 832 731 891 794 998 - 808 

7. Netpowersold 10556 9333 3227 3270 3562 3391 4121 3867 

*Excluding direct sale of common pool consumers. ) 

. While the hydel power is obtained from Bhakra Beas Management 

Board, the thermal power which is generajed by the Board had been . 

short of the plan projections through out’ The percentage of thermal 

power generated to mstalled capacity varied fiom 29.5 percent to 50.1 

percent during the Fifth Five Year Plan. In the subsequent Annual 

Plans, it shmpted to 33.2 percent in 1979-80, 32.2 percent पा. 1980-81 

and 39.00 percent पा 1981-82. It is also evident from above that whereas 

the installed capacity of the Board’s own generatng units at the close 

of 31st March, 1981 compared to that on 3158. March, 1974 had increased 

' by 382.7 percent the corresponding growth in actual generation was only 

189.5 percent. . 

(0 Apart from the slippages in commssionng of various units 

> as per scheduled progrmame,the following factcrs contributed to jow 

generation and power availability :— 

(@) The first and second units (110 MW each) at Panipat had 
" to beoperated athalf of their capacity for 5208 hours during 

November, 1997 to April, 1980 because hydrogen could not 06 
_ charged “and the units had to be rvn on air cooling. Both 
the Units were, derated by 15 MW each Since फिट date of 

, 1cgo\sm).zmissiom'ng as the H.P. heaters could not be charged (June, 

(b) The actual plant availability* from 48.0to 67.8% during the 
Fifth Five Year Plan and from 44.8 to 58.1 percent (Farida 

X bad Power Station) and \56.9 to 63.0 percent (Panipat Power 
के न 

 Plant avidilability means “the percentage of actual running hours 
tototal hours in a year.
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. Station) during 1979-80 to 1981-82 compared to 88 percent 

of available hours in ‘a year prescribed by the Power Economy 

" Committee of the Govt. of India (1971). A-unit wise analysis 

disclosed that the availability factor was as low as 44.1, 38.5 

and 46.0 percent in the case of Unit-I at Faridabad during 

1979-80, 1980-81 and 1981-82 Trespectively and 42.9 -per cent in 

. Umt-II during 1980-81. ] 

(© The projections for generation were worked 'out on the assum- 

ption that the plants !would not be available for operation- 
to the extent of 10 percent on account of forced -outages. 

The 'actual forced outages, पा. fact, were abnoimally bugh as 
shown प्रा the table below :— . 

Year 

FARIDABAD PANIPAT 

Unit-T Unit-II 15MW - Unit-I Unit-It 
(60 MW cach) Unit (110 MW ‘each) 

1978-79 
1979-80 . 

- 1980-81 

1981-82 

(d) 

(Percentage of forced outages to 88016 bours) 

29 2 00 . 11.1 

25.8 35.4 19.4 2.1 86.7 

46.0 . 39.1 - 35.0 40.5 - 41.2 
{’Q’ - , 

30.7 30.3 36.4 22.0 29.8 

The heavy incidence of outages was attributed by project 
authorities from time to time to mechanical and -electrical 
troubles and faults in mstrumentation and control cables. and 
other operaticnal troubles , 

Agamst the auxdiary consumption of 8 percent assumed in 
the Plan Projections durmg 1974-75 to 1980-81 and 10.5 
percent during 1981-82, the actual consumption in the system 
auxiliaries varied from 8.4 to 10.9 percent during the Fifth 
Five Year Plan and furtber increased to 13.3, 15.7 800 15.3 

_ percent durmg 1979-80, 1980-81 and 1981-82 Trespectively. 

The Committee on Public Undertakings m its Fifth Re- 
_port presented to the House on 30th March, 1982 observed 
that there was scope for reducinmg फिट percentage of auxiliary 

- consumption -and recommended that suitable steps be taken 
to bring the percentage to a figure close to pormal consump- 
tion. "The consumption continued to be on the high side and 
the specific action taken to reduce the consumption and the 

-results thereof are awaited. . _ - 

(e) The Central Water and Power Commission (CWPC) recommen- 
ded (April, 1967) for acceptance and adoption :of -4 percent 
for extra high tension (220, 132 and 66 KV) transmission 

~ 
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Josses and 11 percent for sub-transpussicn below 66 KV and 
distribution lines, d.e., 15 per cent n all. The Board, how- 
ever, planned that durng the course of Fifth Five Year Plan, 
the system losses be reduced from 24.2 per cent m 1974-75 
to 21 percent at the end of the Fifth Plan, 1-6... 1978-79. A 
further reduction of half percent per year was envisaged in 
the subsequent Annual Plans. Although the system losses at 
the end of 1978-79 came down to 19.9 percent there had 
been spurt in the system losses during 1979-80, 1980-81 and 
1981-82 when the percentage of loss increased ta 21.0, 23.7 
and 21.3 respectively. : 

. (tv) The extent of system losses i financial terms at average 
selling rate was of the order of Rs. 1,03,03 crores durmmg 1974-75 to 
1981-82 of which loss to the tune of Rs. 31.99 crores was पा respect 
of line losses m excess of the norm of 15 percent laid down by CWPC, 

As the heavy losses in distribution system were found to be mainly 
on account of tempering, stopping and poor maintenance of meters, poor 
power factor, low load factor, low demand factor, unplanned extemsion 
to 11 KV and below distribution net work and poor workmanship, the 
Board approached the Rural Electrification Corpoiation (REC) for finan- 
cial assistance for system improvement schemes. During 1977-78 and 
1978-79, 10 such schemes with financial assistance of Rs. 6,94.97 lakhs 
were sanctioned by the REC. The schemes were to be implémented 
withm a period of two years. Agamnst Rs. 6,94:97 lakhs sanctioned- 
under these schemes, assistance to the extent of Rs. 4;21.67 lakhs could 
have been drawn to the लात of 1978-79. Even at the end of March, 
1982, assistance to the extent of Rs. 38.09 lakhs was not drawn as the 
progress under the schemes was not adequate as would be seen from 
the table below :— 

Targets Achieve-  Shortfall 
ments - 
S S S S, 

(1) Augmentation of 33 KV Sub-Stat- 
ions (Number) 13 10 3. 

(2) Construction of new 33 KV Sub- 
stations (Number) 21 16 5 

(3) 33 KV lines (kms) 292.500  190.575 101.925 

(4) 11 KV lines (Kms) 732.870  686.910 45.960 
दर 

(5) Augmentation of 11 KV lines (Kms)  586.230 511.235 74.995 

(6) Distribution transformers (Number) 1542 1028’ 514 

The Commuittee appomnted in July, 1973 at the Fourth Conference 
on “Standardisation of specifications and construction practices on Rural
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-Blectrification” recommended large scale application of LT capacitors 85 
oné of the most economical methods of reductior of losses in the rural 

‘electrification system. Two schemes for the purchase and installation 
of 38,415 LT capacitors in.Five Divisions were sanctioned by the REC 
in December, 1977 with a loan assistance of Rs. 99.19 lakhs. The 

.schemes were to be implemented within a. period of two years. Against 
the total loan of Rs. 99.19 lakhs sanctioned, Rs. 46.90 lakhs only were 
drawn during 1977-78 and 1978-79, i.e., after a delay of one year and 
wthe balance amount of Rs. 10.76 lakhs could not be drawn at all be- 
\‘cahuse ‘of non-achievement of targets of installations as envisaged in the 
scheme. «दा i 

Orders for the purchase of 22,200 LT capacitors against these 
,schemes were placed, during March, 1977 to October, 1978; the capa- 
citors were received during December, 1977 10 ‘May, 1980. The balance 
quantity (16,215) was ordered in February, 1980 and received by Novem- 
ber, -1981. Upto the end of the prescribed period of two years, ie.. 
1979-80 only 5,405 capacitors were installed. Further, 21,243 capacitors 
were installed during the year 1980-81 and 1981-82 leaving a balance of 
1,767 LT capacitors (shortfall being 30.63 percent) yet to be installed. 

'* " In their written' reply, the Department [Board stated as under :— 

i+ ‘(i)-Station wise position of gemeration/Kwh during subsequent e ‘years is given as b'elow f— दे 

गए - Faridabad Thermal Power 5190" i - , 

‘Year of operation | ,Assmed 150 151. 2nd 3rd Stn. 
R >* - . genmerat- plant unit . unit unit © 

' दे , 7-० 7...” *. ' 100 061 , i 
15 WY S .y . KW of " o . . 

' install- —— . . 
ed capa- ' 

- S e . «- «- City ' 

f2—83(Eighth)~ - 5500 3167 3210 2652 1603 2540 
~-83—84(Ninth)-- -~ 75500~ - 4165 1723- 2612 3031 2587 

84-85 (Tenth) 550  3730. , 1290 3320 3730 .2554 
- 

Reasons for not achieving the Generation target ‘during ' the various 
years are -given as under :— 

r . y e ‘ o ') 

. (8) Design deficiencés in some of the main equipment i.e. 

(0 Coalmills | g 

Y 

? 
F 

~ (i) Instrumentation system 
g i .o R { t} ' [ 

(पं) Valves for feed _control attemperation system. 

(iy) Increase in curtis wheel pressure & high axial ‘shift 
, - , . 

(v) In-effective electro precipitator 

* ' (iv) Defective bunkers of Unit-TII . .. 
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(b) Poor quality of coal - - v 
के 

(c) Bad quality of raw witer _ 

(d) Non-supply of spares by BHEL being out _dated plant 

(e) Inexperienced staff ः 

Panipat Thermal Power Stationr 

Year of operation - Assumed  1st Unit 2nd Unit 
generation 11/1979 March, 8? 
per KW of  Generation Stn. 
instal_led Unit-I Generat- 
capacity ion. 

. (Unit-II) 

1979-80 First 2500 960 2.0 

1980-—381 Second 4000 2654.4 3235.0 

1981-—82 . Third 5000 3476.6 (- 3340.6 - 

1982-83 Fourth 5500 2668.0 3621.2 

1983-84 Fifth | 5500 4007.6 1730.0 

1984—85 Sixth - - 5500 2352.2, , 4607.6 

~ Reasons for not achieving फिट generation target duuing the vaiicus 
years are as below — 

Year 1979-80 

() The unit was run on 50% load due to mnon charging of 
Hydrogen gas asthe air leakage was observed during runmng of फिट plant. 
Shut down on the unit was not allowed to: M/s. BHEL ‘for attending 
the problem due to power shortage and the umt had to be run on 
50 M.W. load, during फिट year 1979-80. 

(ii) Unit-II has just been commissioned on 27-3-80: Thus the 
generation during फिट year 1979-80 was low resultng उप" veiy high 
auxilary comsumption of the order of 27.5%. 

गत 

(iii) The trippmg on Unit-I bas been excessive due to u—rpp‘ev_r/ 
lower crash bmt of drum level, low vacuum high LP. and M.P.7éx- 
pansions. . . - - r 

Year 1980-81 e AT . रह, Soa 7 

UnilI 
The availabiht'y of the units was Icw as the Units had " teen under 

shut downdue to फिट following reagons — 

(i) For charging .of ‘Hydrogen frem 1-5-80 to 18-5-80. 

(i) Choking of Ash Handling plant for 5 days during -5/80.
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(i) Failure of both the BFPS ficm. .18:9-80 to 21-10.80..-. .~ 
ही प्र of Hydrogen from the generator ficm, 9-12-€0 10 

-12-80. : - . ’ . 

{¥)‘Shortage -0f cpal :during January, 1981. . 

(vi) Frequent Trippings on the Units. 

Unil-I1 "०... , 

] 0] Barring gear damaged from 16-5-80 to 28-5-80. 

+ 1 (i) Frequent choking of coal due to wet Coal. 

"'’ (i) The firg on the, bpiler front caused damage to boiler furnace 
o insulation ' from '8:9-80 to 17-9-80. 

(i) Repair of Economiser supports from 18-12-80 to 22-12-80. 
o Tt " ‘ 

" “Year '1981-82 : T o 
1 

एन, B R ; 'j हि «्् T 

"o - (i) Hydrogen gas ‘leakage, repair of. Economiser tubespent house 
NS leakage and boiler inspection from 27-11-81 to §12-8l. _ 

‘- + (i) Condenser tube leakage from 52-82 to 15-2-82- . 

(i), Water wall tube leakage (Twice) | - 
-'(iv)Excessive tmppings. .. . . ., . 4 

Unit-1I 

‘ (i) Condenser tube leakages (Twice) from 29-6-81 to ~6-7:8F.' -- 

o *(‘_ii)'," Leakage " of - Seal--oil from ' the- ‘generator. . - 

o\ प0 Leakage पा economiser, jubes and the turbing bearings from . g 12-10-81 ,६० 31;10-81. ) . . ' ' 

(iv) Leakage in water wall -tubes of furnace from 7-2-8%.-to 
- 12:2-82. 

(v) Leakage गा. Cold: reheat line from 2-3-82 to., 4:3-82. 

 Year1982-83 C ' 
समन... थी , 

() Water wall tube leakage from 1-4-82 to 4-4-82." 

(ii) Leakage in valve S-26 and EBD valve jammed from; 21-6:82 
to 23-6-82. - e 

(@ii) Unit was. under capifal mte. from 25-7-82 10, 10-11-82. 
(iv) High viberations ‘on turbine beatings of Unit-1, 
(V) Water wall tube leakage from 19-3-83 tp 23:3-83. . 

(Vi) Super: heater steam leakage from, 12-2-83 to 16-2:83, 

I T 

' ! ¢ ¢ RN
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f\ Unit-1l ' 

(1) Inspection of boiler furnace from 1-4-82 to- 18-4-82. 

(1) Puncturing of Superheater tubes from 21-5-82 to 28-5-82. 

(1) To attend M.D. bottom flange and governing | system from 
18-6-82 to 30-6-82. - 

(iv) H2 leakage from 24-8-82to 27-8-82 

(v) Umit remamned under shut down,, from 4-11-82  to 31-12-82 
to repair .the damaged wind’ box 

Year 1983-84 

Utlit-Y- 

(1) Unit remained under planned shut down from 15-4-83. to 
28-4-83 for testng and commissiomng of split Coal nozzles 
system by BHEL engineers 

(i) Platen superbeater tube leakage at 37mts. level from 3-5-83 
to 8-5-83. 

(1) Water wall tube leakage from 25-5-83 to 27-5-83. 

(1v) Screen tube leakage in the horizontal path of thé furnace 
from 13-6-83 te .15-6-83 

(v) Outage of Unit-I due 1० water wall tube leakage 1-8-83 to 3-8-83 

(vi) Super heater tube leakage at 36mts. level 13-8-83 to 16-8-83 
- and 28-8-83 to 31-8-83 

(vii) Leakage from फिट flange under intercepter valve (left) on 
M.P. stage of the turbme from 5-10-83 to 9-10-83 

(viii) Flue gas ducts repaired, sucking of air inside the furnace and 
damaged refractory at the roof of the pept house 

(ix) Governor system hunting was attended from 19-2-84 to 
23-2-84. o 

' Unit-Il 

" () Water wall tube leakage, from 15-4-83 to 18-4-83. 
3] Lack of demand from 19-4-83 to 24-4-83; 

(ii1) Shut-down -of unit from 28-5-83 to 31-5-83 ‘at the boiler 
front -due to fire 

(iv) H2 seal oil system failed from 15-6-83 te 21-6-83. 

(v) Unit was under shut down from 2-7-83 to 17-7-83 due‘ to 
non-availability of impellers 'of ID Fans for फिट, replacement 

* (४0 Unit remamed under capital Mtc. from 23-7-83 to 31-1-84. 
The Stator coils had damaged
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Year 1984-85 ' ः 7 
Unit-I ; R 

¥ 

() Unit remained under shut down from .1-4-84 to  10-10-84 - due to damage to the stator. - T 
(i) Water wall tube leakage fromi 20-11-84 to 23-11-84 and from 13-12-84 to 16-12-84. 

(ii‘i) Steam leakage from cross-over transfer pipes from 8-1-85 10 5. * 
' 

(i) LTSB tube leakage from 14-1-85 to 17-1-85 and from 17-1-85 * to 19-1-85, दि ः 
(V) Water wall tube leakage from 30-1-85 to 31-1-85. 

(Vi) Puncturing of 6 No. L.T.  superheater 'from 1-3-85 to 3:3-85. 

Cumtm T ' . 
4(1') ’Sup'erh‘eatcr tube leakages (twice) ~ 

(i) Water wall tube leakage at 32 Mts. level. 
« '+ (पी Impeller of 10 Fan 2B was replaced, 

(iv) Water wall tube leakage from 13-9-84 to 15-9-84, 27-9-84 to " 29-9-84 and 10-11-84 to 13-11-84 and from 8-1-85 to :10-1-85, 
. (ii) दे Reasons for shortfall in the generation of thermal power have already been listed. under Para 6.7.06 (i) above. 

() Folllnowing steps have been taken to increase the generation " level. 

(1) Faridabad Thermal Power Station 
. 

All the problems like coal mill, defective bunkees of Unit-IIf poor quality of. coal, bad quality of raw water, non supply of spares . _ ; by BHEL, ineffective electro static . precipitator,  inexperienced staff . B etc. etc. attributed to low generation have been 1dentified and renovation programme for some of the major .€quipment - costing about Rs. 38 crores has been finalised after discussion with C.E.A., BHEL, 1LX. This programme of renovation . work will be implemented in the first three years during 7th plan period. In the beginming almost whole 

हा 
designing of these new mills BHEL will also take care of the quality of coal available i.e. grade C.D.E. ’ . . 

. 

O 
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(2) Panipat Thermal Power Station 

() The coal pipes in between the coal bunkers and फट R.C. 
feeders have been modified to arrest *the eriatic coal flow 
problems. 

(i) The over all availability of the station was increased from 
50.3% to 58.3% during the year 1984-85. 

(पंप The number of outage of both the units have been reduced 
from 442 during 1980-81 to 215 during the year 1984-85, 

(iv) The entry of foreign material alongwith coal was 1emoved by 
taking effective steps m coal handimg plant 1.६. like better 
performance of crushers and better working of magnets for 
detecting the foreign material, 

(v) The working of H.P. heaters of both the umts was improved. 
The H.P. heaters were kept in service during the year 1984:85 
thereby increasing the geneiation. 

(vi) The average heat rate/Kwh during the year 1979-80 was 4775 
whereas the same has been reduced to 3506 Kcals/kwh during 
the year 1984-85. ] 

(vii) The working personnmel has gone better trained with the opera- 
tion and maintenance of the equipment which has also resulted 
into better performance of the units during फिट subsequent 
years. : 

Thermal Power Generation percentage during the years 1982-83 
to 1984-85 had been 35.8, 33.0 and 38.34 respectively. The installed 
capacity of the Board’s own generating units remained 477.5 MW during 
the corresponding period. 

(iii) (8) & (0) 

Factors contributing for low generation etc. and steps taken to 
remove these factors to increase power generation have already been 
listed above. ) 

() Following table will indicate the position as asked for 

. Faridabad Panipat 

Year Unit-I  UnitII UnitII 15MW Upit-I  Unit-II 

1982—83 31.40  31.50  41.91 10.43 61.85  40.81 

1983—384 37.71  23.09 38.12  23.10 31.02  51.37 

1984--85 25.48 ः 29.15 36.74 23.96 61.80 26.8 ' 
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(d) ' In the revised Budget Estimates for पट year 1982-83, auxiliary 
consumption at the over all rate of 13% was made. A provision of 
12.5% on फ्रंट recontmendation of wotking group of planning commission 
for the  generation was made- for the year 1983-84. However, taking into 
account of higher auxiliary consumption it has been raised to 14% in 
the revised estimate of year 1983-84 and budget, estimate for the year 
1984-85: The auxiliary comsumption during” the years 1982-83 to 1984-85 
had been 15.35%, 15.98% and 13.65'% respectively 

. The reasons for higher consumption of power m Auxs. hds been 
investigated. It 15. pointed out that Auxs. consumption s directly re- 
lated to the generation of power. In case the generation  is low the 
Aux. consumption in percentage would be higher. Most of time the 

- units are operated’ on partial load due to the poor quality of coal 
etc. All the Auxs.are required to' run even when the umt 15 on partial 
load. However, the Aux. consumption~at this power stationm’ 15 comparable 
with Aux. consumption at other power stations of similar- capacity 
The steps have- been taken to analyse; the higher: Auxs! consumption 
by monitoring consumption by .individual Auxs. and shutting down the 
unwanted Auxs. when the umt 18 out. The Aux. consumption 1s expected 
to come down with the increase in generation in the coming. years 

Efforts are, however, -afoot to reduce the auxiliary losses during 
the coming years 

(¢) The following efforts have been made to reduce the line 
losses :— . 

(i) Feeder wise ledgers have been opened in order.to audit the 
units received and units billed agamst each feeder for asses- 
sing the losses and taking” suitable measures. 10 comtrol the 

. . same 
. 

(0 11 KV capacitor banks bave been provided at miost of the 
grid sub-stations in the State.” This will result into appre- 
ciable improvement in the system voltage and power “factor 
and subsequent reduction of losses . 

(iii) The Board has made it obligatory on पं part of indus- 
trial, agricultural consumers both prospective arnd existing 
to provide L.T. capacitors of requisite size at.the motor 
terminals; - o 

(iv) In order to control large fluctuations .in.-system voltage due 
to, variation in 1080, the “Board has procured' power trams< 

. formers with OLTC .gear which ultimately-will ensure better 
voltage at the consumer’s premises and will also reduce the 
line losses: . : कि -~ 0 

", (v) Realignment of transmission’ lines and -augmentation- of 
distribution system and transformer in order to curtail -the 

PR 

T . tlcally T T की mme o 

lirie losses! for various' areas las been-undertaken systeria- 
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(vi) A special drive was launched by the Board to detect un- 
authorised connection, extension of load, dcad stop/fzuliy 
meters and theft of energy. As a result thereof proper 
accounting a result of the energy supplied and realisat'cn 
of the charges has improved. 

The percentage of system losses in subsequent years was as wun- 
der — 

1982-83 19.8% 

1983-84 19. 56% 

1984-85 21 .81 22 

() Haryana 15. pre-dominantly an agricultural State although in- 
dustrial activity has picked up sharply in फिट recent past. The agri- 
cultural consumption accounts for 40% of the total power consum‘?tlon 
in the State with the peak demand during season going upto 60% at 
times. This situation reflects 1 high system losscs because sub-trans- 
mission lines and distribution lines घाट far spread and also low load 
factor of the system especially in Southern areas where single cropping 
pattern is practisedq and power requirement is only for half the year 
only. The other major factors contributing towards high losses घाट 
listed as under :— . 

(i) Lengthy transmission lines catermg to their low density था 
rural areas. 

(ii) Supply to tubewell connections. 

(पं) Loss of diversity during powcr shortage days and over- 
loading of the system 

The line losses durmng 1982-83 to 1984-85 were 19.8%, 19.56% 
and 21.81% respectively. . 

(b) Extensive checking of energy meters installed at consumei’s 
premises is being carried out at all levels. The officials/officers are 1e- 
quired to carry out checks as per norms and take immediate remed:al 
measures where necessary. In suspected theft cases, vigoicus -checking 15 
resorted to and in some cases even weekly readings at.-odd intervals 
are being recorded to ensure that the meters are not tampered with Lty 

*un-scrupulous consumers in connivance with certain employees. 

However, it has been observed that the quality of meters is not 
satisfactory. Good quality meters are requited to be made available या 
sufficient quantity in the field so that defective/dead stop/sticky meters 
are replaced immediately. Further the meters are required to be 1e- 
calibrated after certain intervals so as to ensure proper recoiding of 
energy for which additional meters are required. 

Steps taken to check system losses एप stopping the losses through 
meters could be more effective if फिट good quality meters are made 
available in sufficient numbers. :
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- 50 far- as power factor -is concerned, it. is .ensuted that all fiew 
connections..are released only if capacitors of suitable c¢apacity are in- 
stalled - by the consumers. It has been observed that cqnsumers do not 
impart much importance .to this  aspect. However, efforts are being 
made to educate the consumers regarding advantages of installing the 
capacitors. As regards those consumers where capacitors had not been 
installed 1nitially they have been served with notices ta previde. cape- 
citor . 

The demand factor 15 & ratio of simultanecous maximum demand 
of all the appliances and the total connected load installed mn the con- 
sumers premises. Although this is primarily the purview of the consumer 
yet it is noticed that generally the demand factor for a particular type 
of industry remams the same. . 

i (c) Full assistance sanctioned by REC. has already been -drawn 
against 10 numbers SIC schemes. All, 10 numbers . schemes have been 
completed and practically achieved their targets. Consequently, there 1s 
voltage improvement पा the area under R.E.C. schemes . 

(d) Almost in-all the schemes, the variation:against HT - lines 
augmentation of- shifting of distribution transformers at load cenires 15 

*very less and the same 15 due to the actual field conditions, which are 
as below :— 

s 

1. SIC, PEHOWA (CODE NO. 050075) 
(- 

In order to energise 2- Nos..new 33 KV and 132 KV Sub-Station 
at Malikpur and Thana under the scheme, the- 8०20 has energised 10 
Kms. of 33 KV new line against a scheme provision of 27.50 KMs 
The reason for less progress 15 that the provision was,on ligher side 
but 10 Kms. 33 KV line was. actually required to enefgise. these 
S/Stations. The targets of shifting of Transformers to load centie “could 
1not be achieved, because the field conditions.weie not favouring, such, 
as non-availabijlity of land etc 

1. SIC, REWARI (CODE, NG. 050084) 

This scheme covers two. Nos. -new 33 KV §/Stations.of = Dahina 
and Bahrauli. The Board has energised 33 KV Sub Staticn, Dahlina 
nd 12 Kms. 33 KV 100८ was required to energise this Sub Staticn 

Instead of 33 KV Sub Station, Bahrauli, the Board has augmented JLNC 
2 Sub Station with additional Tiansformers capacily ‘of 4 MVA and thus 
12 Kms. of 33 KV line was dropped 

: s 

From the review of latest progress, it has been found that against 
the target of 38,415, 47,964 number LT capacitors were nstalled” by the 
end of 9/83.” ) e - 4. _ ०" पान P 1 

ही 
- - P} 

- k4 

The latest position of year-wise line losses _was® stated:"fo फिट as 
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पार्ट 

Year %age of line losses 

1985-86 ’ ‘ 19.84 

. 1986-87 20.62 

1987-88 25.40 

1988-89 26.30 
1989-90 

29:19 

. It was noticed that the line losses m Haryana were higher than 

those of most.of other States. On'.the basis of comgarative data sup- 

plied by the Board upto 1987:88, the Committee noted that the lme 

losses 1w Haryana during 1987-88 were next to J&K, Kerala and U.P. 

_ only while m all the other States these weie lower. In States "like 

, Maharashtra, Punjab and Tamil Nadu, these were only 14.31 percent, - 

18.39 percent and 18.55 percent, respectively. 

The higher percentage of line losses was attributed by the Board 

to (1) overloadmng of transmission system (i) theft of eneigy and (iu1) 

larger network of tiansmission and “disttuticn hines due to emphasis 

on rural supply. 

It was stated by the representative of the Boaid that a case study 

regarding reduction of transmission and distribution losses was ccnducica 

mm Ambala/Kainal Op. Circles during March, 1988— Febiuaiy, 1990. The 

final report of फिट study was placed before फिट 90810 m 1its mecting held 

on 30-8-1990 and on consideration of the fingdings, the Bcaid deciced 

as under— 

“(i) Necessary instructions may be 1ssued to restrict the size of 

transformers to 25 KVA for gwving new tubewell connections 

and no augmentation be done to the existing transfoimers 

for release of new tubewell connections. 

(i1) The installation of LT capacitors should be made mandatory 

before releasing any tubewell connection. Wheiever the 

consumer does mot install LT capacitor, the conmection 

should be released only after installing a capacitor and to 

recover rent from the consumer. 

(पा The findmgs of the study should be cuculated to all the 

feld officers and they may be advised to immplement the 

suggestions for reducing the lme losses.” 

Accordingly, necessary instructions had been issued to the con- 

cerned authorities in the Board for implementation. 

It was also_stated that required action is taken against the defaul- 

ters in cases involving theft of power. 

-
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The Committee are greatly concerned about the heavy losses 1n) 
transmission and distribution of energy which were on फिट imncrease from 
year to year. Besides causing hardship to the consumers, these involve 
loss of revenue to the Board and consequently affect its budgetary 
position. - 

The Commuttee are also of the wview that theft of power was 
normally not possible without the comnivance of the officers/cfficials of 
the Board 

The Committee urge that stringent steps be taken to bring the 
line losses to the mimmmum possible extent, if not to eliminate them 
altogether 

The Committee recommend that deterrent punishment be imposed on 
defaulters for theft of power. The Board should take steps that an officer/ 
official, in whose jurisdiction the cases of theft occur frequently or occur on 8 
large scale, is held respomsible and strict action taken against him . 
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् . REPORT ON THE - 

v 

REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL OF 
INDIA FOR THE YEAR 1982-83 (PARAGRAPHS 7.7 & 7.8) 

Paragraph 1.7—Working of PANIPAT THERMAL PROJEGT 

7.1.1.3. Stage-lIL 

9. Two more units of 110 MW each were planned under the 
third stage of the Project to meet deficit of power पा the State, for 
which the project report involving a capital outlay of Rs. 80.00 crores 
was approved by the Board in Oct 1977. The Planning Commissicn 
approved the Project i March 1979 with a capital outlay of Rs. 78.26 
crores. Subsequently (April 1980) the Board proposed installaticn of 
two units of 210 MW each. In May 1980 the Central Electricity Autho- 
rity advised the Board to instal only one' umt of 210 MW for which 
a revised feasibility report was preparcd था. August 1980 and appioved 
by the Central Electricity Authorty (CEA)/Plapming Ccmmissicn खा 
August/September 1981 with estimatcd capital outlay of Rs. 1,11.10 crores. 
In December 1982, the capital cost was, howcver, 1eviscd 1o Rs. 1,47.00 
crores due to (i) Provision of anmew coal bandling plant with two wagon 
tipplers instead of a mechanical tippler and a manual tippler, supported 
by the facilities already available under siage-I and II, (हा) Prcvicicn for 
acqusition of additional 50-60 acres of land, (m) expamsicn of railway 
sidings; and (iv) higher cost of turbo-generator and boiler. Kecping in 
view the then prevalent cost of 210 MW umts, the revised .estimate of 
Rs. 1,47.00 crores was considered (March 1983) low by the Planning’ 
Commission, which had asked the State Government to furmsh rcvised 
cost; this was yet (October 1983) to be worked out. - 

The two units under this stage were expected to start functioning 
1 1982-83 and 1983-84, but with the changed scheme, the one 210 MW 
unit was planned (April 1980) to be commuissioned in December 1984. 
The commissioning schedule was subsequently revised to December 1985, 
and this also was considered (March 1983) doubtful by the Planning 
Commission due to delay in placement of orders for long lead items, 
and shortfall in civil works. The commissioning schedule was again 
revised (August 1983) to December 1986 reportedly due to (1) backing .- 
out of a firm from the structural steel contract ; (1) non-availabihty of 
low heat cement; and (iii) paucity of funds. 

_In their written reply, the Department/Board stated as under :—. 

“As per फिट latest appraisal dome at the time of Annual Plan 
discussions in 1/86 with the working Group of Planning Com-- 
miss/ion Unit-5 of Stage-1I1 is scheduled to be, commissioned 
by 3/88. 

' The contracts for all the  mechamcaljelectrical equipment except 
a few short delivery items have been finalized. Civil works- 

- a -
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of all the activittes have been .started. at site. The. ercctiol 

of boiler was started during 11/84 and the first mile-stone of 
Boiler.ie. Boler Drum- hft:ng has beer achicved during 8/85. 

The revised cost .estimates.bas not been approved yet How= - 

ever, the total cost of the Project, as indicated in the Annual 

Plan document of 1985-86, 1s likely to be Rs. 22,400 lacs. 

The revised cost estimates will .be prepared on actual cost | 

basis on completion of the project work and "will 06 sitb- 
mitted accordmgly to the Central Electricity Authority.” 

i In .reply to a supplementary question, the Department/Boaid stated 
as under :— ‘ , o, 

“Unit-V of Stage-IlI of P.T.P.P. scheduled to be coimmissionéd by - 
3/88 has been ,synchromised 071. o1l on .28th M|arch, 1989 -and " 

coal fired on ,31-10-89. The main recasons for delay m com= ° 

missioning of the umt 15 due to delay in supply and erection” - 

of ८०81' Handling Plant by M/s Davy Ashmore & shortage, of 

funds > ः * : 
‘ 

i 

During the course of 018] examination, it was stated :by the repr ' 

। Tesentative of the department/Bcaid का, umt-V of stage-111, of P.T.PP. 

was funétioning for the last one-week at 80-90 per.cent. of uts anstallaticn - 

capacity -and picducing -about 44/45 lac units: of ‘power per:day. ’ ) 

. To a question “whether any penalty had been imposed onthe, . 

firm, M/s Davy Ashmoré for the delay m supply and erection’ of.ceal - 

Handling Plant, 1t was stated that this point would be' tonsideed: by 
¢he .Board after the work of comstruction’ of second- stream tot.tiansfer 

coal to the boiler had ‘been completed” by the firm.: व 
1 

[y 

The Committee reccommend thai the decision taken in the matter be 

in:imated-to'the Committee. . . नस L . 1 
- 

7.7.3.1.  Performance (Stage-1 Units-Fand'Il)’ 

B ,:‘10. The plant con’sxs’tmg of two turbo-genérators -and फिर s 50]: 

, plied. by BHEL havmng a total ‘installed’-capacity ~of- 220 MW aie .under. . 

operation from. November 1979/March 1980. o ae 

i “ , N o - * o 1, + 1 . 

 ~The following tdble summaries performance of the rplant ~for .the r 

three years upto 1982-83 .— - . : -~ PRy 

Sr.No.  Particulars 1980-81 198182 1982-83 

177 - 2 . न T पृ , . 5 

1. Inmstallédcapacity (MW) 220, - 220 , .. .-«। 220 

2. Average 1080 (MW) 73.96 ~  85.60 ~  78.98 
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3. Anticipated generation (Mkwh) . \ 
, . , , [{asperannual estimates) 1,045.44 1,'045._'44, . 1,045.44 

4. Gross generation during the year o 
- (Mkwh) . ,- , -647.879  749.885 .  691.826 

5. Auxihary consufaption during - - . 
.1 the year (Mkwh) 122.465  129.309 118.027 

6. Percentage of auxihary consumption - 
to gross generation v 18.9 17.24 17.06- 

7. Generation per KW of mstalled B 
capacity (Mkwh) 2,945 3,408 ., 3.145 

8. Percentage of gross gerieration . 

(a) I¥n,st‘alled capacity 33.62 38.91 35.90 

(b) anticipated generation 6197 71,73 66.18 

9. Hours of operattén 1 o / 

Unit-I 4,819 6,026 - - - 3,825 

Unit-II 5,151 5,512 5,647 

(0. Availability rafe . 
(percentage of actual operation 
hours to total hours in a year) 

Unit-1 ' 55.01 68.79 43.66 

एन 58.80 '..... 62.92 64.46 

In their written reply, the Department/Board statcd as under -— 

तु () The percentage of gross generation during the varicus ycars 15 85 
under :— . 

Sr. No. . .Year Plant 1080 factor 

1980-81 

1981-82 

1982283 - 

33. 73% 
Pl 

38.91 % 

35.89% 
- ‘\"“
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. The various reasons for low generation yeaiwise are 85 under :— 

- Vear 1980--81 - -- 

Unit—=1 

(1) Outage of unit-I from 1-5-80 to 18-5-80 for charging of 
hydrogen. 

(1) Ch‘ecklng of Ash handling plant for 5 days duiing - %/80. 

(iii) Failure of both the BFPS from 18-9-80 to 21-10-80. 

(४) Leakage of hydrogen from the generator from 9-12-80 10 
15-12-80. 

(v) Shortage of coal during January, 1981. 

(vi) Frequent Trippmngs on the units. 

Unit—II ' 
(1) Barring gear damaged from 16-5-80 to 28-5-80. 

(1i) Frequent choking of Coal due to wet Coal. 

(1ii). The fire on the boiler front caused damage to Boiler furnace 
> insulation from 8-9-80 to 17-9-80. 

(iv) Repair of ecomonuser supports from 18-12-80 to 22-12-80. 

Year 1981—82 

Unit—I 

(i) Hydrogen gas leakage, repaii of ecomomiser tube pent housc 
leakage and boiler mnspection from 27-11-81 to 8-i2-81. 

(ii) Condensor tube leakage from 5-2-82 to 15-2-82. 

(ui) The water wall tube leakage (Twice). 

(iv) Excessive trippings. 

Unit—I1 

(i) Condensor tube leakage (Twice) from 29-6-81 to 6-7-81. 

(0 Leakage of 8681 o1l from the generator. 

.(iii) Leakage in economiser tubes and the turbine bearings from 
12-10-81 to 31-10-81. 

(iv) Leakage 1n water wall tubes of furnace from 7-2-82 to 12-2-82. 
(v) Leakage in cold rebeat line from 2-3-82 to 4-3-82. 

Year 1982—83 : 

Unit—I . ] 
(i) Water wall tube leakage from 1-4-82 to 4-4-82. 
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" (i) Leakage in valve 5-26, and EBD valve jammed from 21-6-82 
to 23-6-82. ’ ही 

(0 Unit was under capital mtc. from 25-7-82 to 18-11-82. 
(iv) High viberation on turbine bearing of एप, 

(V) Superheater steam leakage from 2-2-83 to 16-2-83, 

v . () Waterwall tube leakage from 19-3-83 to 23-3-83. _ 

. Unit—IT 

(1) Inspection of boiler furnace from 1-4-82 to 18-4-82. 

(ii) Puncturmg of susperheater tubes from 28-5-82 to 31-5-82. . . 

(i) To attend M.P. bottom Flange & governing system from 18-6-82 to 
30-6-82. . . . . 

(1v) H2 leakage from 24-8-82 to 27-8-82. 

(v) Unit remained under shut down from 4-11-82 to 31-11-82 to repair the damaged wind box. ! 

(i) The % of generation during the years 1983-84 & 1984-85 was as under :— . 

Sr. No. Year P.L.F. —_ - PR 

, 1. 1983-84 32. 75% 
‘ 2. 1984-85 - 39.86%” 

. In reply to a supplementary question, the Department/Board: stated 
as under :— 

“(i) Weak and crucial areas of Stage-I and Stage-II requiring modifications to give sustamed generation have been identified and mods- fication of the related equpment has beem undertaken. The deteriorating quality of coal received at the plant and the limited capacity of coal handling plant and coal mills of Unit-I & IJ (which are of 1970 design) have been the main constramts in improving generation and achieving the required P.L.F. during these years. M/s BHEL, who supplied  the Coal Handling Plant were contacted for u -rating the plant and on their advice renovation work of Coal Handling Plant has been wundertaken, The, renovation programme comprises of 117 activities. Out of which 51 have been completed upto 31-8-89. Thé work on remaining activities has also been started and is likely to be completed by March, 1991. The completion of renovation works as stated above has helped- in re- ducing trippings, as is evident from the following detail of trippings 

\
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७० छिट रिक्त फ102प2्ातााट,शार्त after. R&M programme :— 

BEFORE R&M PROGRAMME, ,  AFTER R&M PROGRAMME 

Year " No. of trippmgs . Total Year  No. of trippings.  Total , 

Unitd  UnitIl . . . UnitI, Umt-II 

1 2, . 3 .. 4 1 , 2, .3 4 ञ 

1979-80 110 4 114 1985-86 107 89 196 - 
(Commis- ) . . . 
sioned on ' । 

) s .27-3-80) ' - co - 
1980-81 __ . 225 217 | 442 1986-87 . 78 116 194 
1981-82° " 193 ' 180 373 1987-88 34 _ 87 121 
1982-83; . . .+ 120 . 160:, 280, .1988:89 60. 153 213 
1983-84 " 140- 83 223 . 1989-90 26 33: 59 - - (Upto.11/89) . : 
1984-85 87 128 215 

" (i) An expendifure of Rs. 782.84 1865 has been’ incuried under 
Central Plan and Rs. 101.45 lacs under State Plan (upto- 31-8-89) on 
RAeno_v_’ationy and Modification activx't'i\es of Stage-I (Umit-1 & पा, 

(0 An expenditure of Rs. 55,60,932.24 had been mcurred जा 
overbauling of Unit-II' during फिट period August, 1983 to January 1984.” 

B N - - e जद - .~ - - नल 

It was; stated during the course of oral examination by the . rep- 
--resentative~of-the- Board-that-except-for- three-~ activities-under -the-.Central. - 
Plan and two under the State Plan, all the activities relating to फिट 
P.T.P.P. had. been completed. The remaining activities:-would take about 
two years more to complete but फिट Board was satisfied wih फिट pre- - 
gress 0, completion of R&M works. . ’ . 

R was;ifurther, stated thats after the: R&M"rprogramme,‘ there bad P 
been vast improvement पा the number of trippings and outages 25. was, 
evident from फिट figures for 1989-90 and it was expected that these weuld . - 
go still down with stabilised .working and taking other required, steps. 

D+ Itrwas- also’ stated- that the ' expenditure incurred on R&M:’ of - units 
I'& II-under’ the Centfal and State Plans upto- 10/90" was Rs. 805. 56 lacs: 
8290. 10.45 , lacs, respectively. _ « . r ) “ . । रन, ¥ .,l "" . { - . 34 . 

1, ¢ The _C,-ommr,ltt&e,emecommend that the required steps be- taken at the earliest 
and the trippings and outages brought down..to. the ‘minimum; possible - extent 
and theachieyement -made in-this;behalf-in subsequent..years be-intimated.to ‘the ; 
Com.m'l.....ttn.eeb—.""«: ) B N 

7. 7'.3.-'5.1 O_V‘eflrgp‘a'y,me}n‘t Jorcoal ) ) ) ] . L 

_ +11. "For its:coal: supply; the plant. was.linked with Singrauli- ०021: 
fields-through Coal; India-Limited. (CIE) ,up to November 1981; the Board.
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paid the price of coal as per grade of coal stated पा the bills préeferred 
by 'CIL." In November 1981, the Board started its‘own ‘analysis for 
determimng the grade of coal received. Since घाट coal was received against 
advance payment, and the quality of coal received was found to be 
of lower grade, the Board preferred a claim of Rs.19.55 lakhs बा ‘Feb- 
ruary 1982 on CIL for differencc 1. price 0 coal actually received and 
the quality of coal for which advance payment was made. The claim 
was rejected (March 1982) on the ‘ground that CIL-weré not-bound to ., 
accept the coal analysis done by thermal authorities in the absence of 
a jont sampling agrcement. Instedd of finalising an agreement for jomt 
simpling system, the Board even abandoned tke conducting एप chemical 
analysis of coal received after March 1982 and continued paymng as per 
grading specified पा the bills raised by CIL 

[ 

Although no jomnt sampling system 85 ‘yet been finalised, the 
Board 1 August 1982 of its own entered jnto a contract (for one year 
with effect from 15th September 1982) with a private fiim for collection 
of samples of coal loaded mm wagons fiom various collieries and foiwar- 
ding them for analysis at the project at the following rates : 

Drawal of coal samples 10 09156 per tonne 
Transporation charges Rs. 175 per trip subject 
for delivery of samples to mmimum of 4 trips 
by messenger in a month. 

Supervision of loading 15 paise per tonne. 

With the intioduction of sample collection system as above, the 
system of analysis of coal and determination of 'its grades was re-started 
in the project’s laboratory on 14th September 1982. As a result, about 
80.263 tonnes of coal carried grade, by 1343 wagons were found 10 be 
of inferior grade, which were also paid for 85 'per grades specified पा the 
mmvoices which meant total-excess payment of Rs. 11.24 Lakhs. The 
claams for adjustment of these excess payments were lodged from time 
to time with CIL which refused (Japuary 1983) to entertamn the ¢laims 
in the absence of any agreement 

Meanwhile, an amount of Rs. 16,980 out of a total claam of 
Rs. 30,396 was paid (March 1983) to the private fiim for drawal of 
-samples and their delivery to फिट project authorities 

In ‘their written reply, the Department/Boaid stated as under :—. . 

“Because the claims prepared for the said period were unilateral and 
were straightway rejected by M/S CIL. To get over claims entertain-~ 
ed, jomnt sampling at the colliery end was essential, other claims, 
thus are not accepted - 

The chemical analysis of coal ‘have-never been discontinued 1rrespec-r‘ 
‘tive of फिट fact whether the claims were accepted or not.by C.LL. - 

The CIL refused to accept these claims on "the-grounds that these were 
for individual grades andrno credit for 46 higher grade of-coal was 
given to them | Y
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. . Any how they Have now agreed.to accept the claims on the 9888. of 
monthly weighted average/collieries wise/fieldwise, after “agreement 

. _with.CIL on joint sampling. दि 
s .t s . 3 A . - 

. -It.is quite justified asafter the appointment of private firm, there 
.was quite, improvement in the quality of coal and diversion “'was 
minimum_as the party was supposed to have the hasion with the 

- Railways. Moreover, the amount spent on the- firm for the 
collection 0. samples shall save crore of rupees of ‘the Board . ‘ 

+as the. CIL is going to, finalize. over claim upto 3/85 i.e. upto 
: ., the contract. agreement of the party very shortly. The case . for 
.+ .- settlement of claims with M/S.CIL 15 under active consideration’ 

of the Board. The private . firm has, been discontinued w.e. f. 
1-4-85.as the Board has entered the new agreement w. 6. f. 1-3-85 

.. and M/S CIL has posted the representative at per end.” 

s 1 

el 

In reply to a' s‘u'pplemen'tary question, the Department/Board stated 
as under :— = . ‘ g o दे 

*(1)  No final decision has been taken in this regard: so far. The “case - 
is still pending. 

(ii) After execution of the--agreement, the payment to M/s CIL is 
made on the basis of coal analysis report of " P.T.P.S., Laboratory. 
The arrangement is working satisfactorily.” .- _: . 

Daring the course:of 'oral examination, it was stated by.the. represen- 
tative of the Board that several 1ssues were involved 1n this case which were 
being discussed in meetings held, with the representatives of CIL, the last 
meeting having been held  in June, 1990. - While - some Dpetty matters 
had, been resolved, important * matters stifl remained to be settled. - 

. TheflCommfi‘atee _relc'o'mmend that the pending issues be sorted 00 at the 
earliest and the final outcome of the case be intimated fo them. 

R 4 - 

7.7:3.7. 
. * नर 

Delay in recovery of penalty 

12. For the purpose of unloading ofcoal from ‘covered rail wagons ’- 
which:cénnot be handled by the ‘wagon tippler installed in the coal handling 
plant, as also to quicken the pace of unloading of wagons when rail 
rakes are received in quick succession 50 850 avoid demurrage, work order 
was placed upon a firm ‘A’ in September 1980 for.ome year for है 
unloading of coal from wagons at Rs. 2.25 per tonne; and (ii) loading of 
coal into hopper at Rs. 6.00 per tonne. - . 

- The contractor who unloaded 10,122 tonnes of coal from wagons 
loadeéd only 389 tonnes into hopper from 20th September 1980 to 
9th November 1980 giving a performance of about 4 .percent of the 
quantity contracted for which led to imposition of demurrage charges 
of Rs. 1.86 lakhs besides accumulation of coal on the rail tracks. 

+ Without serving firm- ‘A’ with a notice as required under “Purchase , 
Regulations of the Board”, the work was awarded to firm ‘B’ in November 
1980, after inviting short-term tenders, -at the risk and cost of firm “A’, at 
the ‘rate of. Rs 5.56 per tonne for unloading from wagons, and at the rate 
of Rs. 14.44 per tonne for loading into hopper. . - ; R 
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. A claim for Rs. 1.43 lakhs covering the extra expenditure of Rs. 1.34 lakh 
on unloading from wagons and loading into hopper, and Rs. 0.37 lakh on 
demurrage reduced by Rs. 0.28 lakh (being the value of work done by 
firm ‘A” - Rs 0.25 lakh and 1ts cash security of Rs. 0.03 lakh) was 
preferred on firm ‘A’ in January 1982 and 15 still (April 1983) remaining 
unfecovered. 

In their written reply, the Department/Board stated as under :— 

“The case 15, with the arbitration Court. Thedecision of the arbi- 
trator 15 still awaited. Rs. 1,43,293.90 due to the loss suffered 
by the Board dueto unsatisfactory work of firm ‘A’ is still out- 
standing.” 

The representative of the Board, during the course of oral examina- 
tion, stated that the Arbitrator had held two sittings and as stated by him it 
would take him two-three months more to give his decision पा the matter. He, 
however, promised to send 8 note giving the detailed position in this behalf. 

The Department/Board subsequently intimated as under :— 

“(1) In this 0856, because of default of the contractor, HSEB had 
got the work done from another conmtractor at the risk and 
cost of the former. The claim of HSEB became due by the 
end of 1981, when the work was executed by the Subtitute 
Contiactor and claims were lodged by the HSEB in January 
1982 and firding no response (0 the notices from the defaulting 
contractor, the Arbitrator was appointed by the competent 
authority on 20-7-83. 

(ii) The present position of the case is that evidence of HSEB is 
complete, whereas the evidence of the contractor is yet to be 
recorded. 

(i) The matter could not be finalised due to the reason that the 
Arbitrators under-went frequent changes because of transfers 
of the incumbents occupying that office. Partly, 1t was due to 
non co-operation of the defaulting contractor and also because 
of other compelling circumstances. 

(iv) The dates on which hearings took place are given below '— 

28.3.84 Ist sitting 

4.6. 84 2nd sitting 

6.8.84 आए sitting 

14.5.85 4th sitting 

25.2.86 5th sitting - 

30.12.86 6th sitting 

30.12.86 to (Several sittings) 
20.9.88 which were abortive). 

26.9.88 7th sitting 

4.10.88 - 8th sifting 

1810.88 9th sitting 
27.10.88 10th sitting
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. Extensions from time to time ‘have been obtained from the Court and 

fresh " application for extension of time 15 being filed urgently, The -next 
date of hearing is 7.1:91. Efforts: will be made to dispose off'the case ‘with- 
in 4 months of the new extension sought from the Court.” 

The Committee observe that this matter had been pendng arbitration 
for the last about 8 years and 1t appears that no serious efforts have been 
madeto get 1t finalised. , ' 

The Committee recommend - that the matter be pursued v"igorously and 
the result of the arbitration procecdings bs intimated to them, 

7.7.5 M anpower analysis 

13. The project report of stage-I ‘did not lay down.any standard or 
norms for the deployment of staff for operation and maintenance of the plant. 
However, the project report of Thermal Power Station, Faridabad (120MW) 
contemplated deploying 2.35 employees per MW of installed capacity. The 
project proposals for stage-II of Panipat Project (220 MW), presently under 
construction, envisaged engagement of 425 employees for its operation and 
maintenance which meant [65551 staff per MW of 1nstalled capacity compared 
to that provided 1n the Faridabad Power Plant, as it worked out to 1.93 
employees per MW. ] ' 

As agamt this, the number of employees for operation and maintenance 
of stage-Was 2,523 "as on 31stJanuary 1983, which worked out to 11.47 
employees per MW of installed capacity (220 MW). 

The Board which considered (June 1981) that the expenditure on establish- 
ment in the plant was too high desired the Member (Technical) to review 
thé pattern of personnel employed and suggest optimum staffing pattern. A 
report submitted by the Member (Technical) m January 1982 was under con- 
sideration (September 1983). . 

The Chief Engineer, Panipat Thermal Project while obtaining sanction of 
Thermal Standing Committee (May 1983) for creation of techmical posts for 

- training 1n running and mammtenance of the two units (110 MW each)under 
stage-II, also felt, that the optimum staff requirement for thermal Plants was 
2 men per MW yet no person out of the existing strength was proposed to be 
diverted for the said traiming, 

In their written reply, the Department/Board stated as under :— 

“(i) In absence of any staffing patterd sanctionéd by the ‘Secretary, HSEB, 
., the staff wasemployed from time to time 85 per need of works. So 

the question of excess employment does not arise. After the finali- 
zation of the staffing pattern as per the orders of the higher 
authorities, the staff working as casuallabour on daily wages have 
been diverted to various field office of operation North and South 
as such the comphance of ‘Board’s authorities order are made. 

The staffing pattern was not finalised till that time so the staff was not 
diverted out of the existing strength. 

The staffing pattern for the technical staff for 3 X110 MW Unit has been 
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sanctioned vide Secretary, HSEB O/o No. 2843/Cadre dated 22-5-86 while that 
of non-technical staff, 1t has been sanctioned vide 0/० No. 2897/Cadre 
dated 27-9-85. The staff sanctioned under these two office orders for 
3X110 MW units are 1280 and 293 respectively. In addition, 200 posts of 

~ technical staff have besn sanctioned vide Secretary Ofo No 2950/Cadre 
dated 23-4-86 for operation and maintenance of umt No. 4. 423 persons 
working as casual labour on Daily Wages basis in the plant have been 
diverted to various field offices of (OP) North and (OP) South Organi- 
sations, In addition’s & hst of another 150 surplus staff belonging to 
regular and work charged category stands submitted to Secretary, HSEB 
for their posting 1nstructions. These officials will be relieved as soon 88 
their posting orders are received. About 48 to 50 persons working as help- 
ers, T/Mates etc. have been selected as LDC/Meter Readers and absorbed 
in various offices of the Board. It is also pertinent to point out that 
200 No. staff have been transferred on Unit No. 3 for its operation. This 
unit was synchronised on 1.11.85 and the whole operation staff has been 
supplied by the existing strength in O&M Organisation.” 

In reply to a supplementary question, the Department/Board stated 
as under :— 

- छठ “**The number of surplus personnel diverted. over the years is as 
under . 

Year Skilled Unskilled Total 

1985-86 . —_ 403 403 

1986-87 63 65 128 

1987:88 — 35 35 

Total 63— 503 566" 
— नाना ———— 

The representative of the Board stated during the course of oral exami- 
nation that after 1987-88, 231 more unskilled labour had been withdrawg 
from the projects. It wasalso stated that it was the unskilled labour which 
was more 10 surplus. 

The Committee recommed shat फिट stafffound in excess of the requirement 
on the projects be diverted to other works गा top priority basis where their 
services could be gainfully utilised so that unnecessary expenditure being incurred * 
in the form of wages etc. could be avoided. 

7.7.8.3—Non refund of Central Sales Tax 

14. The Panipat Thermal Power Project initially pays Central Sales 
Tax along with cost of pucchase of steel at 8 percent to the SAIL in 
advance, and on submission of ‘C’ form, gets a refund of 4 percent. 
Such advances aggregating Rs. 20.79 lakhs in respect of three invoices of 
October, 1979, January, 1980 and March, 1980 for purchase of stecl were 
made to the Bombay office of SAIL and steel was supplied by the 
Cochin office. As such, claims for refund of sales tax (4 percent) should 
have been lodged upon Cochin फीट, bus ‘C’ forms elaiming refunds of
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Central.Sales Tax were sent. to Bombay office, on 7th Januaiy, 1980, 30th 

. March; 1980 and 26th May, 1980. The mistake was detected by the project 
- authorities in January, 1981 and ‘C’ forms were sent to Cochin office in 
February, 1981, but these were not entertained by the Cochin-office on the 
plea that their sales tax assessment had already been over. Thus, the 
mistake in not claiming refund of sales tax from the appropriate 'source 
resulted in an extra expenditure of Rs. 0.77 lakh. ' ) 

In their w‘ritten reply, the'Department/Board‘ stated as under :— हि 

“The order was placed on M/s. SAIL’s effice, Bombay and the payments 
were also made to that office. Consequently, the form ‘C’ for 
concessional levy of Central Sales Tax was sent to Bombay office. 

Thus, none can be held responsible for the loss-of Sales Tax 
. concession. In fact, the Steel Authority of India hadto receive 
the shipment of imported material at Bombay itself and had to 
arrange supplies to HSEB from their Bombay office but™as per 
their lettor NG. 4316 dt. 13.10.81 shipment were diverted to Cochin 
from Bombay by the SAIL and the supplies were, thus made from 
Cochin. This was an internal arrangement of the SAIL. Howerer, 
on our pursuance with the SAIL, Bombay and Cochin, their 
Cochin Branch SAIL office preferred a claim for refund of excess 
payment of CST from ‘Asstt. Commissioner ‘of Sales Tax 
(Assessment) Aruna Kulam as intimated vide their letter CS.- 
Acctt. 6/82-83/6336 dated 15.2.83. Unfortunately this refund case 
has not so far been finalized. The case is however being 
pursued for finalising. the refund claim,” . 

In reply to a supplementary question, the Department/Board stated” as 
under :— . "o 

“An official was deputed by the Chief Engineer (Const.), PTPP to 
- Cochin in 10/88 to get the case of refund of -excess CST paid set- 

y » tled. The SAIL office assured that an appeal in this regard will be 
filed by them with the Deputy Commissioner of Sales Tax. The 
case is being pursued with SAIL Cochin and last reminder in this 
regard has been issued on 4.12,1989.” 

The Commitiee recommend that the matter be pursued vigorously and the 
_ final decision taken in the matter be intimated to them. 

- Paragraph 7. 8—-—Implemen*aiion‘ of New-20 Point Programme 

7.84 System Losses. ) 

15. Another major factor which contributed to commercial losses were 
system losses. System losses comprige of (i) energy dissipated in the system 
and (ii) unacconted loss due to pilferage, inaccurate meter reading and compat- 

- ations, etc. Energyto certain extent dissipates right from the generaling point 
to the load receiving end, owing to-the inherent “characterstics of the equip- 
ment used-for transformation, transmission and distribution of power.’ The 
extent of energy losses depends largely on the areas served, the:load pattern 
planning and designing of the system. - The Central Water and Power Com- 
mission (CWPC), in April, 1967, had recommended for acceptance and adop- 
tion of losses at 4 percent for extra-high-tension transmission (22¢/132/66KV) 
and 11 percent for sub-transmission. and distribution losses i.e.,.15 per cent in 
the system as a whole, , S . . 
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The Rajadhyaksha Committee on PoWer strongly emphasised (September, 

down the Systerh Iosses. Thé table below $hows the parficuldrs of power generated, powér purchased; power used in auxiliariés, saleg ठप झाते& the State, Power used in own projects, net power, a’vafiila’b"’Ie"for‘;salhe”;' pPower actually sold and the trend of power lost in tranSimisgion- and distribution, vis-a-vis, line losses during thé nine years upto 1982483 : 

Year Power Power Total Less Sales Nét Power System Per- gener- purch- power used out power sold losses cent- ated ased in  side avail- within age of auxi= State able the _ losses 
liar~ for State 
ies. sale 

' within 
Staté' 

(in Mkwh) 

197475 1793 343 2136 4 484 1612 1302 o0 i 1612 1222 390 24.2 197576 7682 206 2888 ¢35 729 3096  féos 471 33.5 
197677 2881 287 3168 90 656 ' 2422 1884 538 22.2 
1977-78 3000 78 3078 103 482 2493 975 518 20.8 
1978-79 3830 116 3946 76 591 3279 2627 652 19.9 
1979-80 3972 147 4119 119 519 3481 2950 731 21.0 
1980-81 4269 130 -4389 305 835 3349 2556 793 23.7 
1981-82 4768 147 4915 240 886 3789 2081 808 21.3 
198283 4808 190 4998 230 620 4148 3326 822 19.8 

The system losses in excess of 15 percent- in financial terms at average selling price per Kwh for the five years upto 1982-83 resulted'in a revenue 1088 of Rs. 27.93 crores 85 tabulated below :— - —_———r o 2 s — e > टी e “रण ० --& नायर 22 

Year Average Total- Loss:1n: Total revenue selling line excess of loss (in excess price per losses 15 percent of 15 pércent Kwh (Mkwh) (Mkwh) (Rs: in lakhs) (Paise) 

A (2  .. (3. S . .. O 
1978-79 20:01 652:213 . 160:335 32084 - 
1979-80 20.51 731.102 208.881- " - 428:42 
1980-81 25709 793.251° 251,026" 73017 - 
1981-82 . 28.30 808.246 239.058 676.35 
1982-83 32.00 822,00 199 104 ' 63713
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With a view to bring down line losses, the Board took up ceftain 
schemes of system improvement, the progress of which is given below : — 

(i) Ten schemes of system improvement, which, interalia provided for 
augmentation of 33/11 KV Sub-Stations, construction of new lines 
(33/11 KV) and distribution transformer centres with financial 
assistance of Rs. 6,94.97 lakhs were sanctioned by Rural Electri- 
fication Corpoeration Limited (REC) during 1977-78 and 1978-79. . 
The schemes were to be implemented within a period of two years 
from the date एव sanction. But the same were completed only 
by September, 1983 at a total expenditure of Rs. 12,39.25 lakhs. 
Reasons for delay in the completion of the schemes and increase in 
expenditure has not been investigated (November, 1983), 

(i) Two schemes estimated to cost Rs. 99.19 lakhs for purchase and 
installation of 31415 L T capacitors in five divisions were sanctioned 
by REC in December, 1977. The schemes were required to 
be implemented within a period of two years. These capacitors 
were procured during December, 1977-—November 1981 and 
were installed by September, 1983. Information as to whether 
the installed capacitors were in circuit or not was not available. 

लि (ii) The Board undertook a study of the system [08565 on 8 few 
- * gelected lines in June, 1979, and the following factors were 

found to be mainly responsible for heavy losses .— 

(8) Stopped, tampered and poorly maintained meters-; 

पे "Low power factors; ", 

,(© Long LT lines/circuits and smaller size of conductors/cables 
etc., - ’ ) NS ) .. . 

Excessive resistance of the circuits was confiimed by actual 
measurements. of voltage drop at the time of peak load and 
was observed to be 35 to 40volts. ie. 14 to16 percent as 

© 72 - against the permissible limit. of 5 percent under the Indian 
‘Electricity Rules, 1956; R 

(d) Un.defr utilisation of installed . transformer capacitors, ie., un- 
satisfactory voltage condition in distribution system; and 

. (6) Use_of induction meters having very low power factors in 
rural areas (incidence of loss was highest, i.e. 40 percent in 
case of rural feeders catering agricultural loads). 

No new scheme to cut down the line losses was, however, under- 
- taken on the basisof this studyof Jume, 1979 as also under the New 
20-Point. Programme. However, the following points were noticed ‘— 

(8) Power is transmitted from grid to sub-stations through a net. 
work of 220/132/66/33 KV lines and from there to the consumers through 
11 KV feeders. The Board has provided metering equipments on import 

_and export points for calculating the net power received in the State. 
Metering on 132/66/33 KV lines at the outgoing ends is provided only
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at सकी places. However, the metering equipment on the outgoing 
I1 KV feeders exists at all the sub stations. From there, energy meters 
are installed at the premuses of individval consumer for billing. Since 
the Board does not have system/record to work out separately the extent 
of transformation/transmission and distrsbution lossesat inteymediaiy sta- 
ges, the total system losses (being फिट difference of umits made available 
for sale from the grid and the umts actually billed to फिट consumers) 
are worked out. The Board decided कफ. April, 1981 to sectionalise the 
consumer ledgers on 11 KV feeders basis so as to ascertam the extent 
of lme losses on a scientific/ratiopal basis. This would also help m 
demarcating फिट pockets with abnormal line losses and in imitiating re- 
medial measures. A study of the quarterly statements of feedei-wisc Line 
losses received from all the nine circles of the Board revealed that the 
line losses were very high पा the following feeders :— 

Name of feeder Percentage of losses Period to which these losses 
related 

Mini- Maxi- 
mum mum 

* O @ ) ) 

1. Tumra 18.2 74.0  July, 1981 to Dec., 1981. 

2. Rural feeder 34.0 59.0  April, 1981 to July, 1981, 
Nilokheri - 

3. Gobhana Sub-Divn. 15.4 50.4 Dec., 1981 to July, 1982. 
9 Nos.11 KV feeders) 

4. Bond 20.5  47.5 Tuly 1981 to Jan., 1982, 

5. Tohana Sub-Divn. 18.0 .  42.0  June 1981 to August, 1982. 
(all feeders) 

6. Pathredi 17.9 40.8  July 1981 to March, 1983. 

7. Rasalput 31.6 38.6 July, 1981 to Sept., 1981. 

8. Durjan 19.0 30.2  July, 1981 to Oct., 1981, 

9. Kashni 19.9 28.7 July, 1981 10 Feb., 1982. 

10. Tsmaila 17.3 _ 251 July, 1981 to Feb., 1982, 
11. Sampla 16.3 24.4  July, 1981 to Feb., 1982. 

12. Hassangarh 17.5 23.5 July, 1981 to Dec., 1981. 
¥ 

13. KVCity-], Jind  15.8 22.2} July, 1981 to July, 1982, 

KV City-II, Jind 15.5 22.4) July, 1981 to July, 1982, 

14, Annawa 18.9 36.4  July, 1981 to March, 1982.
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the case of certain other feeders in respect of which onfi 
हा हि किगीए were,;available, it was further seemthat, thecdlosses thére 
werg 3]so guite high as Will.be seen from the, table below :—_ .. चुन 

डाएएतणल्ुएडमकिडटड एडल्ट शी उसाएवसलसलाापीाटटट इन मदर 

Name of the feeder, T Month . Percentage.of 
. line, losses 

वा e अबराम N 

3 2 बे 

; Karhaps,. , May, 1981 ., : 79.5 
2. Sirsal . ' July, 1981 - *.. - ः 55,8 

*3, + 880 July, 1981, - 51.4: 
4. Mohna " Séptember, 1981 44.2 

. 5:“- _‘Ka“tleh_ri RS July, 1981 - 42.4 - , 

6. Bachur - July, 1981 40.3 

7. Shahpur July, 1981 . 370 
8. Padheri- March, 1983- 32.9. 
9. .Sitamai.. .  July,.1981. ः L 32.0. 

10. -Khaday, -  Sepfember, 1981 ‘ 30,1 

11. Kachwa, Tply, 1981 : .. 310 
12. Bakla March, 1983 29.9 

13. Birchpur ' उपाए 1981 ~ T 210 

14. Uklana Sub Divn, July, 1982 - 26.0 

(b). The Board, n_September, 1982, instructed all the Superin- 
tending Engineers. t0 Prepare “an ‘Action Plan’- so as t6 cuyt -down the 
line losses. The Action Plan. interalia, required 

- 1) locked premises to be opened and billed on the 98858 of actual 
d ¢ading; . 
) 

(2) defective/dead, stop méters to be replaced immediately; 

(3) a. close .watch .to.be: kept over ‘the activities of unscrupulcus. 
कि energy; . 

(4) Site, checking, of:.meters/connected 1080, strictly accordipg:, 10 
norms fix rdf. . . 

DY 

पड) preparation of schemes for augmentation/bifurcaticn of lengthy/ 
- over, loaded feeders; and, 

(6) installation of LT/H'{‘Y_ capacitors and_to ensuie tlat these _ 816 
in working order ' ) 
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( It was, however, seen that till November, 1983, no such Action 
Plan had been formulated. 

(©) Stopped, tampered and poorly maintained meters also play a 
major role पा increasing the 106 losses. In order to keep a watch over 
the proper working of CT/PT connection relating to large/bulk supply, 
the Board introduced mn April, 1971, a system of site-checking of large/ 
medium supply consumers (above 70 KW) with MDI and grid/Lulk sup- 
ply consumers and था! other. CT/CT-PT meters by a Sub Divisional Officer 
of the Maintenance and. Protection Division once m €very six months. 

. It was, however, noticed that the prescribed checks weile not bemng carried out fully and there were heavy. arrears in checking of meters during the three years ending 31st March, 1983 as indicated below :— 

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 
Approxi- Arrears  Approxi- Arrears Approxi- Arreass Name of mate at the mate at the mate at the 

the Division number end of number endof & number endof 
of CT/ the year of CT/ the year of CI/ the year 
CT-PT/ CT-PT CT-PT 
connec- connec- connec- 
tions tions tions 

(1) @ (3) (4) " (5 (6) (7) 

Panipat 325 105 533 209 277* 127 

Faridabad- 420 380 548 602 557 893 

Rohtak"- 248 —_ 248 ना 315 5 

Hisar 276 348 @ 300 — 281 42 

Gurgaon — — —_ ना 101 1 

Yam‘unanagar — ना न ना 321 194 

Total 1269 833 1629 811 1852 1262 
@Previous backlog. 
*Due to re-organisation. 

The extent of arrears ranged between 50 and 66 -percent, but tho Board had not drawn for implementation any plan of actiop to.cover 
up the arrears. 

(d).- One of the reasons for the increased linc losses 85 attributed by the. Board is the theft of energy by consumer. It has been observed in Audit that this was facilitated due to non-observance. of . pertedic checks prescribed for various officers/officials of the Board. as‘per Board’s
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circular of November, 1980. Analysis of monthly progress reports “on 

52 
F Y 

such checks for 1982-83, received from the circle cffices, 1evealcd that 

presc 
shortfall rangmng from 12 perce 
officials as detailed below :— 

nbed norms of checks were not bemng adheied to and theie was a 
nt-to 94 percent by the varicus cfficeis/ 

Periodicity of checking by Category of Average num- 
consumers ber of meters 

held during - Superinten- Executive Sub Divi- 

the year ding Engi- Engineer sional Offi- 

neer cers 

Large Supply 935 5 percent Once in six Once ina 

in a year months month 

Medum Supply " 3,595 1 percentin  Oncea year  Once in six 
a year months 

Small Power "\ 43,345 Nil Oncein2 | Once a year 
years - 

Agriculture, "1,68,567 lpercentin 2percentmn 5 per cent 

Sector a year ayear per month 

Percentage of shortfall (Number) 

Supermntending Executive  Sub Divisional 

Engineer Engineer Officexr 

Large Supply . No shortfall 40 43 

\ ’ (778) (4860) 

Medium Supply Do 71 12 
(2558) (866 

Small Power Do 90 53 
(20344) (24370) 

Agriculture Sector 94 22 का! 

- - (1585) (735) (72061) 

The Board ‘had rniether investigated reasons for फिट shortfall nor . 

taken any action against the defaulting officers/officials for shortfall in 

their nspection. 

Besides the above checking of meters by operational staff, the 

Board also launched a campaign by its Vigilance Wmg for carrymg out 

cks of the consumer’s premuses withcut laymg down any hmmts 

of the checks. The results of such checking conducted 

s-a-vis checking made by operational staff during 

surprise checks 
on the periodicity t 
by Vigilance Wing, vi
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the three years ending March, 1983 are tabulated below :— 

Year Operational Staff Vigilance Wing 

Num- Am- Am- Per- Num- Am- Am- Per- 
ber of ount ount cen- berof ount ount cen- 
cases  debi- reali- tage cases debi- reali- tage 
detec- ted sed of detec- ted sed of ) 
ted _ reali-  ted reali- 

sation sation 
_ (Rs. in lakhs) ' (Rs. in lakhs) 

1980-81 2935 1.73 1.02 59 2,485 176.97 7.92 4 

1981-82 14,604 12.02 11.71 97 14,857 110.29 47.61 48 

1982-83 11,646 92.93 63.30 67 8,264 123.72 34.08 34 

The cases detected related to _slow metering, theft of energy, un- 
authorised extension of load, defective/dead stop meters, wrong connec- 
tions by Maintenance and Protection Wing of the Board and seals 
broken. 

It will be seen from, the above, that the pace of realisation in 
the cases detected by Vigilance Wing was quite slow. One of the rea- 
sons for short realisation was that the consumers contested the very 
basis and correctness of the additional demands raised by the Board. 
It has been seen that in eight ‘cases involving Rs. 4,02,01 lakhs (in 
default as on 31st March, 1983) the consumers had disputed the claims 
and got stay orders from the Courts against recovery/disconnections. ‘The 
disputes mainly arose on account of the fact that under th Electricity 
Act, dues relating to period beyond six months could rot be _claimed 
whereas due to delay in the detection of cases, the Board has to riase 
demands for the actual periods of default, exceeding six months. Secon- 
dly, under the terms of the agreement, theré is no provision binding the 
consumer {o accept the findings of फट Vigilance/Operational staff 
which are contested by the clients. 

(6) Low voltage is one of the causes of high line losses. To 
improve the low voltage’ situation, the Board in February, 1981, placed 
an order on a firm and received 55 capacitor banks in May, 1981 at a 
cost of Rs. 8.74 lakhs. In addition, 93 of the 100 capacitors banks 
procured in September, 1980 at a cost of Rs. 17.22 lakhs were already 
in stock at the time of purchase of additional 55 capacitor banks. 

The capacitor banks could not be installed on 11 KV lines as the same, were not suitable in view of two phase jpower supply during frequent 
power cuts, referred in paragraph 7.8.2 (1) supra (of the Report) BHEL were consulted in October, 1982 for finding out prospects of utilisation of these capacitor banks. They opmed that these capacitor banks could be installed on 33/66/132 KV lines with slight modifications. Only 27 capacitors have been installed so far (June, 1983).
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In their written reply, the Department/Board stated as under :— 

“The .percentage of system losses during the -year 1983-84 were 
19.56% and during 1984-85 these were 21.81%. While these losses at 
the all India level were of the.order of 21.0 % for the year 1984-85. 

(1) The followin‘g were the major reasons for delay m the execu- 
tion of 10 Nos. SIC schemes. 

(a) The selection and acqusition of land requred lengthy pro- 
cedure and it was seen that in certdm cases the acqusition- 
of land could not be finalised तट to dispute Taised by the 
owners of land. The construction could be taken up only 
after these objections were got removed through peisuation 
or vocation of the Courts Orders In somie cases dltéifiate 
sites had to be selected which delayed the commencement 
of the works. 

(b) The construction of S/Stns. could be taken up onlyon availa- 
bility of material. The Board have been facing shortage of , 
power transformers ‘and other material dve to padcity 6f funds 
and as such the material could not be made available पा 
time. . 

(c) Previously: the construction: of 33 KV works was under P&C 
" Organisation and later’ on these works were transferred 10 

REC Dte. by the Board: mn year 1981 with- a view to-expedite 
the completion of these works. The priority was given® and 
the works were speeded up and got completed, subject to. 

* however,. the availability off material. 

(d) Also in. certain cases the sub-stations were up graded 10 higher 
capacity/voltage due to the rapid growth of the load in area 
such as sub stations Smalkha and ' Thana- which were® con- 
templated as 33' KV S/Stations in the scliemes were actually 
constructed as 132 KV'S/Stns. Thus resulting’ पान delay: 

Change in the Sub Station capacity and the delay in processing 
of the concerned’ system improvement works (as stated above): resulted 
into cost escalation: and increase in the 0050 of works. - 

The average system losses on sub transmission and distribuiion 
system, have consequently come  down upto 11% in' 1985-86 and-1986-87: 

() The capacitors are in circuit. The function of capacitor is 
to: improve the voltage. level which. in- turn: contributes- to. reduce ~the line 
losses. 

The average system losses- om sub transmissiom: and distribution 
system are:below 11% in 1985-86- and 1986-87. 

() Apart from installation- of L.T. capacitors a- nuimber of® other 

~F
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actions as narrated below bave been taken to reduce the system losses :— 

(i) Installation of H.T. cap"a.citors, at Sub-Stations and ensuring 
that they continued to be 10 working order. 

. (i) Bifurcation of lengthy over loaded feeders. 

(i) Augmentation of con‘ductor/cable sizes wherever necessary. 

(iv) Improvement in the L.D. system for better maintenance and 
checking of mains and 'sub-mains. - 

(४) Installation of new' Sub-Station and augmentation of existing 
Sub-Station. - ः 

' (सी Replacement of defective/dead stop/buint meters. = 

(vi1) Admuinistrative “action in थक of pilferage and theft of 
- energys - - ~ - - - - 

(vii1) Checking of power factor, connected load and metering equip- 
ments of large supply conmsumers_particularly industrial connec- 
tions. ह हि ' ' 

The above action is a continuous process as per the recommenda: 
tions of the various studies conducted by the Board at well as other 
authorities and the progress 15 commensurate with the availability of funds 
and necessary materials. The actions as brought out above are taken by 
the various S/Divisions after due analysis of feeders. - 

(@ It is mentioned that the feeder wise consumers ledgers have 
been opened and necessary: -instructions have already been issued to the 
field officers vide Sales Circular No. 12/81 conveyed vide Chief Engineer/ 
Commercial Memo No. Ch-1/8S-68 dated 27-3-81. In pursuance to this, 
another sales circular No. 15/87 has been issued to field officers for 
meticulous compliance of the same. o, 

(b) The following contintious steps are being taken to reduce the 
line losses :— _ 

(1) Every possible effort:is being made to get “locked p’remises 
opened and the billing is bemng dome as per actual _teadings. 

{2) Due to non av‘ajlability. of sufficient quantity of meters all the 
defective/dead stoped meters could not be replaced. Even then 
फिट ‘said meters are being replaced as and when available, either 
with the Board or made available by the consumer at his 
own cost. 

(3) Steps are being taken to avoid theft of energy, The ‘field 
offices have been suitably instructed and results are encoura- 
ging. Site 'checkm'g. of meters is more or less completed. 

~n 

~
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_ (व) Connected load of agriculture consumer has also been checked 
100% by 31-3-86. However, voluntarily disclosure’ of extended 
load (unauthorised) facility to all the consumers has been given 
to regulariseé the same upto 30-11-1987. 

(5) Schemes for augmentation/bifurcation of lengthy and overloaded 
feeders have been -prepared and being implemented as per 
funds available with the Board. ’ . 

(6) The HT./L.T. capacitors are being inst_alled‘. J 
) - . - b2 

(©) Monthly schedule for site checking of CT/PT meters ischalked 
out first and then the progress of the same is watched regulerly. The 
dposmon of checking -of such meters for 1983-84 to 1985-86 1s as un- 
er — « 

Period - C No. of connec- No. of connec- Balance 
tions due for tions checked - 
checking 

4/83 to 9/83 1612 894. 718 

10/83 to 1/84 s 816 _ 967 

4/84 to 9/84 . , 1889 1048 . 841 

10/84 ६0 3/85 = , 1854 1407 - * 447 

4/85 to 9/85 ’ 11709 1456 . 253 - 

10/85 to 3/86 2352 2227 , 146 
' . (including 21 Nos. ’ 

' . connections - 
- ‘ - . checked tvw1ce) 

4 . i r 

Some times checking gangs visit the consumers premises -as per 
schedule but due to power cut or nop-availability of load at the point 
of checking, the gang has to return back. Efforts have been made to 
clear the backlog. - ः _ - - 

(d) () The consumers premises are checked by the various officers 
as per norms. - But some times sudden power cuts, locked premises, non- 
availability of requisite load at the time of checking, . unforeseen load 
restrictions, seasonal utilisation of energy in agricultural and “some-ndus- 
trial conuections, difficulties in mobility का far-flung areas etc. are hind- 
rences in 1007, checking of the connections. -This 15 a continuous process 
of checking by various levels of officials/officers and is being done as 
per norms. , B ) - 

(i) The checking of connections 1s a continuous process of 
checking by the field officers/officials. The checking is being dome as 
per norms and there is'mo shortfall’ in chécking®, mow, keeping ‘in view 
thé” above bottlenecks (explained in para (d) (1) above). 7
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(1ii) The 08007: regarding- the checking by operational staff and 
Vigilance staff is as under :— , 

OPERATIONAL STAFF 

Year No. of cases Amount Amount 
detected ' debited realised 

(Rs. in Lacs) 

1984-85 " 8900 " 14.69 14.17 

1985-86 7395 22.73 17.85 
VIGILANCE STAFF 

Year -~ No. of cases Amount Amount 
detected debited realised 

(Rs. in Lacs) 

1983-84 6856 55.61 48.51 
v दो 

1984-85 i 12238 , 13.56 8.02 

1985-86 ’ 1754 27.39 18.33 

(iv) Detail of amount recoverable. 

(A) OPERATIONAL STAFF 

Year Amount (पा Lacs) 

1984-85 0.52 
1985-86 4.88 

(B) VIGILANCE STAFF 

Year Amount (in Lacs) 

1984-85 5.54 

s 1985-86 9.06 

(V) The Court cases are being pursued vigorously by the Board 
through Law Officers appointed in the Board or hiring legal services of 
the private advocates. Moreover the Board has appointed one Chief 
Engineer (Arbitration) for such arbitration cases and all out efforts are 
being made by फिट Chief Engineer (Arbitration), Negotiation Committees
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to - settle the disputed cases. However, these cases take long: time for 
their settlement either in the Courts or in the arbitration/negotiation. 

(vi) Most of the meters are being-checked within the prescribed 
period except in exceptional cases such as sudden power cufs, locked 
premises, non-availability of requisite” 10807 8. the—time- of checking -and 
unforeseen load restriciions etc. - . 

(८) 1) The L.T. capacitors amounting to capacity of 171.287 . 
~MVAR and 209.726-MVAR have been- installed -upto the- period ending-— - 
31-3-86 and 31-3-87 respectively. The voltage after nstallation of the - 
capacitors 085 improved. 

(i) The use of capacitors has helped in reduction of lne losses. 
However, it may be stated that exact details can not be given parti- 
cularly for use of capacitors as some other steps have also been taken 
to reduce the line losses. The ayerage sub transmission and distribution. _ 

°Ilgosses are below the permussible lLmit of 11% during 1985-86 and 
86-87.” 

.- In reply to -supplehmentary -questions,- the- -Depariment/Board stated - 
as under :— : . 

“Details of connections due for checking and actually checked by 
the fie\ld officers during the last three iyears 1s given below :(— 
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The latest position of amount debited to consumers 85 & result of checking by operational/vigilance staff but not recovercd (year wise) 15 as under .— 

Year Amount detected by "‘Amount realised Amount outsanding - (OP)  Vigi- 
staffl. - lance (OP) Vigi- (000 Vigi- 

staff  staff lance staff lance > staff staff (Rs. 1 Lacs) (Rs. in Lacs) (Rs 1८ 1805) 

1987-88 52.15. 62.96 20.16 11.56 32.59 51.40 

1988-89 88 82 91.50 65.26 29.35 23.56 62.15 

The amount could not be realised owing to the reasons -that either the premises are disconnected permanently 'or the cases are 1n the Courts or with Arbitrators.” . 

The Committee view with concern फिट shortfall पा the checking of connections (meters) by the officers of the Board at different levels, which not only leads to malpractices but also affects the revenue of the Board. 

The Committee recommend that any slackuess in this respect on the part of the officials be viewed seriously and reflected in their anmual confidential reports which may be kept in view at the time of allowing them increments and promotion etc. 
’ 

The Committee also recommend that the cases pending in the courts or with arbitrators be pursued- vigorously so that they are finalised at the earliest and the amount debited to consumers effected. 

oo
 

- 21813—H.V.S —H.G.P., Chd. 
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